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VOLUME 20

ALKUQUEKQUE, NEW .MEXICO, TUESDAY

EVENING. Al'KiL 10,

ORST HORROR
SIWCE THE MOUNTS
PELEE ER UP TION

BAILEY MAKES
GREAT SPEECH
ON RATE BILL

Italian Anarchists Said to

A
PHOTOGRAPH OF WII.UEU
GLENN VOLIVA. THE NEW HEAT)
OF ZION. AT HIS DESK i
7.OS

CITY.

i

CONSULS

,s

Ones, Lost Children Try to Find
Thpir
Head
Parents
V
V
II VII
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V V

To Hunt Them Down. Usual
Special on Nw MexNAPLES

IS

CONSULS ASSIST TO FIND
ITALIAN ANARCHISTS.
According to official information received la this city, Italian anarchists
are. arriving in the United States In
roat numbers, at both Pacific and
Atlantic ports. The Italian consuls
are engaged in assisting immigration
officials to l:cate tiuse men, and it
is said that very shortly there will
be placed in the hands of the immigration
authorities
sufficient data
upon which to make a number of ar-

rests.

Postoffice Appropriations.
The postoffice appropriation bill was
taken up in the house, today.
OSSIAN FLIPPER
BEFORE CONGRESS AGAIN.
.Special to Evening Citizen:
Washington, D. C, April 10. The
president today signed the bill to sell
lumber on the Jiearilla Indian reservation.
Delegate Andrews has introduced a
bill to enalile .small Mexican holders
of land under descent from Mexican
times, to perfect their holdings, many
having failed to do so under the law
Such
which ran for many years.
holdings must be confined to 320
acres.
Andrews has also presented a petition to the president to restore Henry
Ossian Flipper to tho position of second lieutenant in the army. Flipper
is a finely educated negro who attended West Point but was dismissed
t'rova the army on some technicality,
it is said. He formerly lived in Santa
Fe, where he was well known. He is
now engaged in mining.

.HENRY

SUBMITTING ESSAYS ON
ECONOMICS.

Boston. Mass., April 10. Today is
tiie last day for submitting essays in
"he competition for the D.'mestlc Reform league prize for $50, which will
iie awarded for the best practical plan
of household management, that is, the
plan that shows the most effective results attained at the least expenditure
The comof time, labor and money.
petition is an attempt to find a solution for the servant problem. The
Woman's Educational Union of Boston, which with the Woman's Municipal League of New York and the
Philadelphia Kesearch and Protective
association forms the Intermunlcipal
Research committee, evolved the Idea
and, with the Boston and Rhode Island
branches rf the Association of Collegiate Ahmuias decided upon offering
'his prize.
The conditions are: Competition is
pen to any member of. the Associa-io- n
of Collegiate Alumns.
The
;Ian must be one that is In actual
r has been ot some time in
operation, either under the writer's
.ei'suiia! supervision or under her ill-- :
t obscrvat ion.
Qr.i'e a large number of essays have
. n received and it will require some
t.itf for the Judges to make the
--

n

.

GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
DISTRICT OF COLUMSIA.
vVashinston. I. C. April 10. The
rlrst open golf hampionship of the
opened this
Distrief of Columbia

,,,l links f the Columbia
There are 72 boles to be
)!ayed an I the prizes am 'tint to fjoo.
The number of entries is quite large
j.r.d the attendance exceptionally good.
The match, which will last two days,
promises to be very interesting. Nearly tlx hiimlnd amateurs and professionals tire liking part in the match.

morning
'Jclf club.

n

;HTS WILL RACE FOR
THE KAISER S CUP.
1'ilin. April 1". The yacht race for
l
r
s cup and o:h' r prizes win
pom Dover to Hellsiolaml on
i
by Km n.at'-The cu:
i' In.
; r r William
for tliis occiisbm i
specially and beaut ilully designi .! in
nmuiem iration of the sihvr wedding
f the emperor and the empr. ss. and
will biar imrtraits of their maje-ttc- a
and King Edward.
;t.-,i-

t1
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B
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Popular Market Sinks Beneath Weight of Ashes
and Buries Hundreds of People in

'V;

and

Forward
Legally.

Will Go
...- '- f

PERHAPS ARRIVE TOMORROW

Overseer Voliva Seems Very
Secure in His Usurped

J:i

I

l

Goes

Position.
Chicago, April in. Dowie arrlvett
at 9 o'clock this morning.
Instead of going direct to Zion, h
pr.ceedtd to the Auditorium Annex.
It la reported that a deputy sheriff
attempted to serve some kind of
paper upon him, but Dowle's followers pushed the deputy to ono side and
thus prevented service.
Will Arm Himself Legally.
lTIon his arrival at the hotel, Dowie
made the following statement:
"The fight that I will make to regain my prestige In Zion will he a legal one. I di not think it wise at
this time for me to proceed at once t
Zion, as I fear my enemies have set
trap, and would do me bodily injury.
I will not state
this morning just
what these legal steps will be, because I am not certain myself. So
soon as I have rested. I shall summon
my legal advisors, and then I may
give the Associated Press a full statement covering my purposes and plans.
I shall not, however, turn back
from
Zion, but as soon as armed with the
proper weapon, which will be a legal
document, I shall proceed there and
take possession. That will probably
be tomorrow."
in Chicago

OVER

TO

NEXT

THURSDAY

Their Early Marketing.

I

Operators Demand Scale Only
be Considered, Binding
For Three Years.

riren at Ottajano is unknown. When
Kie military carts arrived at the scene
cf disaster last nigut, the cuildren
and aged people were put in them,
but when the carts had gone a few
hundred leet, it was found that the
horses could not pull them. This
New York, April ' Ids The subcaused a panic, and the children fled committees of the anthracite coal
in evciy direction in the darkness, miners and their employes prepared
ar l have not since been seen, it Is again to meet in point conference thlH
feared that they were smothered In afternoon to take up their differthe ashes.
ences. At the meeting the operators
Scene Beggar Description.
will present their answer to the minP:15 a. ni. The scenes at Ottajano, ers. It Is said that the operators will
when the first victims were unearthed propose that a differently constituted
there, were most terrible. Tho posi- body take up the grievances instead
tions of the bodies showed that the of the conciliation board.
victims died while in a state of great
What Was Done Later.
tetr. r. their faces being convulsed
When the Joint conference on the
v. i'h fear.
Three bodies were found coal dbpuo met this afternoon the
In the confessional ol- - one of t he lalien operators presented a counter propo-stlo- u
churches. One body was that of an
for arbitration.
The operators'
old woman, who was sitting with her proportion Is that arbitration shall be
riuht arm raised as though to ward limited to the subjects of "wages and
otv
advancing danger. The second the constitution of the board of con- nouy was that or a child about 8'ciliation. The operators also demand
years of age It was found in a posi- - that, any award of the commission
tion which would indicate that the shall stand for three years. The Joint
chilil had fallen witli a little dog conference meets again Thursday.
close to l:, and had died trying to
protect its(pet. The third body was GOVERNOR II .GERMAN'S
that of a woman. Other bodies were
being taken
found later, forty-ninVISIT TO LAS CRUCES
fr:m one church.
Authorities Are Blamed.
, on ENTERTAIN ED AT BANQUET
in ",J. u'.
VISITS
AGRICULTURAL
COL
FULL ACCOUNT OF THAT
LEGE PEOPLE FAVORABLY IM.
;
They
a
Ollveto
have
market.
better
PRESSED.
DISASTER.; chance of recovery than have the vicfrightful
The
disaster recurred in;
of the disaster at Ottajano, as Special Com spondence.
the center of the city, following the tims
when they escaped death
lat'
eruption of Vesuvius. Two hundred tiie
l.as crnces, N. J., April 3. In your
from failing buildings, were in many
people, it is estimated, were buried
of Saturday mention was mao
Issue
suffocated by ashes. The indig- of the visit of Governor Hagerman
this morning in the ruins of the mar- - cases
people
ot
nation
as
the
result
'if
the
tn
roof!
ket of Mount Ollveto, when the
the Agricultural collcee at Mestlla
the market disaster Increases with Park.
collapsed tinder the wedght of the ea-.While nn
visit to Las Cru- h
additional body recovered, and ces and IHeMIla this
cinders from the volcano. The work,
Park,
the governor'
of rescue progressed rapidly and up they are alm:st in a state of riot. The was the guest of Hon. Henry D. How-mato 10 o'clock this morning, sixt t en people loudly Insist that the authorireceiver of the United States
unbodies had been taken from the ruins ties were aware that the roof was apland office at Las Cruces, and a banker
too
safe,
were
but
economical
to
ITS
persons
were being cared fori propriate money
and
at that point.
to repair it. The
at the hospitals.
The governor spent Saturday in an
In many cases
identification
of
bodies
Full Particulan Net Hsd.
examination and inspection of the Agis
impossible,
to
as
are
they
'
crushed
7:20 a. m. All et'l'oris cn the part
ricultural college at Mesilla Park.
the dead are many It is stated by a gentleman
of the press representatives and the a pulp. Amcrtg
who has
children,
by
parents
sent
to
do
their
irng been connected with the
authorities of the city to ascertain the.
morning
marketing,
grief
the
the
and
exact number of deaths from the
thut during his time at that institueruption of Vesuvius, so far, have, of the parents when the bodies of tion, there has never been a visitor
their
wore
was
heartfound,
children
failed. This is accounted for by the'
who made so thorough and earnest extact that the buried villages are mi- - rending.
amination into the working, equipment
possible of access, and further be- Indications More Menacing.
and results of the college.
cause the people who fled when tue
The weather suddenly changed this
Saturday afternoon a luncheon was
houses began to fall, have scattered afti rnoon and the wind blew strongly tendered the governor by the busithroughout the country districts. So1 towards Naples, and the ashes o ness men of Las Cruces. covers being
far, ninety-eigbodies have been re- - Vesuvius began falling fast over the laid for forty, at the Don Iiernardo
city, with the sequence that the sea hotel. Every place was occupied, the
covered.
Many Children Lost.
soon assumed Its gray aspect. A high menu was excellent and the greatest
S:33 a. in. The fate of many chil-- ! wind also made breathing difficult.
of eood fellowship was In evidence.
Hon. R. L. Young, president or tue
chamber of commerce, acted as
Short talks were made ny
Mr. Young, Governor Hagerman, II. B.
Holt, President
Foster of the Agricultural college, Dr. R. E. McBride,
secretary of the Territorial Medical
association, Mr. Numa C. Frenger and
o:hers.
The people of the Mesilla valley, are
very tavoraoly Impressed with Gov- ernor Hagerman, and it is confidently
believed that the personal knowledge

this
April
Naple?,
lo. Naples
morning returned to its norma! state.
The day was brilliant, the sky cloudless, the waters of the Mediterranean
were blue and unrippled, in place of'
the melancholy grayness of the last
lew days; and better still, the menacing column of smoke from VesuAvius had almost disappeared.
lthough the smaller craters still gave
forth smoke, the wind had turned In
air of peace
another direction and an
and spring time had ' spread over
Naples.
But this scene of quiet was turned1
into mourning, later when the news:
of the collapse of the Mount Ollveto
market and the loss of lite became
known. The people gathered at the
market were soon In a state of great
excitement, which increased when
the recovery of the bodies began.
Just previous to the disaster, relig- ions processions bad passed through
the city, the people desiring to renderH
thanks to the Almighty tor having
apparently averted a much greater
disaster than those hitherto recorded
here. Only In a few cases did the
priests accompany these proenssions,
which seemed to be local and spontaneous affairs, organized on the moment in various districts. The news
of the market disaster changed the
brilliant scene Into one of gloom, ar.d
the processions quickly disbanded.
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The Operators Offer New

STEEPED Ity GLOOM AND ANXIETY

He Stops At Chicago

-A

'i

Ground of Action and

Washington, D. C, April 10. In
of Bailey's speech on the
rate bill, tne senate galleries were
crowded today. After disposal ol the
Bailey
morning
business,
routine
promptly look the floor. He discussed
his pioiKisttion looking to the withdrawal of the power of inferior courts
to suspend the orders of the Interstate commerce commission, referring
to the contention that there would be
3l riistinc!i:ii
between the power of
congress over cases in equity and In
law, he said. "If congress can destroy
proceedings in equity, it can destroy
proceedings in law."
This, he said, was conceded by his
opponent, its was tho point that the
interior courts derive their power
from the acts of congress and not
from the constitution direct. The3e
concessions left ns the only points
tli distinction between the Judicial
power of the United States and the
jurisdiction of the federal courts, for
which Knox and Spooner contend. He
did not consider the point material,
but siiiil that if material, in any connection, it din ot apply in the pending legislation. He then entered upon
the definition of the two terms, and
after quoting authorities, declared
that they show there is practically
no difference between them.

i

s

ARBITRATION

ico News.

DOMESTIC

m

VOLIVA

TO ZION CITY

CONVERT OF DOWI3 OK!G!N- AU.V, AND WAS SUNT to n::w
ZEALAND
AS DOWIE'S DEPUTY
THERE. FIVE WEEKS AGO HE
RETURNED TO ZIOX AS IX) Wi
AXD
IN
LIEUTENANT,
THAT
SHORT TIME ORGANIZED THE
REVOLT AOAJNST DOWIE.

j

Country.
ITALIAN

Escaping Parents Seek Their Missing Little C0AL STRIKE

XUMHEli f)l

WILBER GLENN VOLIVA WHO NOW DOCTOR DOWIE
rvuiNo ALL Z.1U1N
DOES NOT GO

i

be Arriving in This

l.KXJ.

j

e

'

,nT

HEART-RENDIN-

k
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' i

i
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NAVAL SERVICE IS

A--

ASSOCIATION

NOT VERV POPULAR
Fully Five Thousand
Short Is the A-

.

OF

WEST THRESHERS

Men Fully Fifteen Hundred Have

Assembled in Wichita,

Kansas.

llowed Force.
B0NEPARTE IS INTERESTED

TO CONTINUE

DAYS VOLIVA IS NOW FREE
TO EXPRESS OPINIONS.
Zion City, April 10. When informed
cf Dowle's arrival in Chicago, OverWould Have Retired Naval Officers Mammoth Parade of Threshing seer
Voliva said:
"Undoubtedly
Dowle's reason for
Appointed to Recruiting
Machines Will Be Feature
not proceeding to Zion City at once
Is from the fact that he has rend in
Service.
of Occasion.
the morning papers an account of the
unanimous sentiment against him at
Zion, anl he desires to evade the
Washington, D. C, April 10.Stere-tar- y
Wirhlta,
Kan., April 10. Nearly
Bonaparte 1b turning his atten- fifteen hundred t hresnermen from ail far as we,of arriving in daylight. As
the leaders of the church
tion to the subject of naval recruiting. pnriB of the southwest ure
assemblea are concerned, Dowie is in no danger
He believes there is not enough acti- hero to attend
the annual convention of bodily Injury, but there are many
vity in that direction, basing hia opin- of the Threshers'
Association ot tne people in Zion who have been shameion on the fact that the service lacks Southwest, which opens'
today. fully deceived and who have suffered
some five thousand men of the authori- The members and delegatesherebegan
so much through his mismanagement,
zed numerical strength. He thinks it Errlvo here Saturday and this morn-to that it is Just possible
some one might
Is Impossible to obtain this number of ing every Incoming
train brought large nt tempt to do him physical injury."
men who are now lacking, and, in ad- numbers.
President A.
Caldwell
dition, to get the three thousand by and the other officers of C.
the associa LOADED WITH POWDER
which it Is proposed to increa.se the tion w'ere on hand earlv this
mornine
DANGEROUS TO HANDLE.
1
?oret- - MT- - twnapartes cntl - to receive the delegates
Plymouth, April 10. The Hamburg
cism of the system is that the effort to upon their arrival. This and members
afternoon an bark, Hebe, which is now undergoing
canvass the country for enough re- - informal niee ting will be
held in repairs at this port, had a decidedly
cruits has not been sufllciently system which the delegates will be welcomed,
sensational experience before it found
atic nnd thorough. He has the plan of The first business session will be held a safe berth here. It was towed
in a
imploying as recruiting officers some tomorrow morning. The convention disabled
condition into Plymouth
i'i uie leuieu oincers wuo are ianxi- - wlll Inst thren iln-- i and one of the Sound, but. owing to the highly dan- us to be assigned to active duty, and most interesting features will
be the gerous explosive nature of her cargo.
who could perform this work, and so parade of the different
exmakes
and
iowis ijeaumont, me navni comrelieve active ofllcers, whose services hibits of threshing machines, pulled oir
mander In chief at Devonport, refused
are greatly needed on s'nipboard. The by traction machines. It is expected to grant permission for her to
resecretary desires to have legislative that there will bo a larger number of paired. The Hebe had on board 10
authority, at least, for increasv-.the machines in the parade this year than tons of gunpowder, and 200 tons of
enlisted force', whether or not there Is ever before. J3 make It possible for carbide of calcium, vessel and cargo
a di finite apropriatlon for tho addi- the heavy traction engines
30,0no.
pass being valued at
Admiral
tional men. He does net propose to through the streets of the city to
Hecumont ordered all war vessels to
without
lower the standard of recruiting In injuring the pavements, nlanks will be removed from the Sound to the
any way, but rather to make greater he laid In the streets along which
Hamoaze. It was feared that shonlil
efforts to get recruits. The situation parade will move, over which the
nn explosion occur cn the Hebe, the
the
Is sufficiently serious, he believes, to threshing machines
and traction en- - niagazlne at Hull Point might be af- ri quire some speclai apolication of gines will run.
rected and the three towns endangeractivity by recruiting parties.
ed. Dartmouth and Falmouth also refused the bark to go to either place.
METHODISTS ASSEMBLE
GREAT RELIGIOUS RALLY
AT LAWRENCE, MASS. At last the Lloyd's induced Sir Iwis
IN LONE STAR STATE.
Lawrence. Mass., April 10. The an- Heauniont to permit a war department
Dallas. Tex.. April 10. One of the nual session of the Xew Hampshire barge to remove the explosives from
greatest religions rallies ever held In conference of the Methodist Episcopal the Hebe. This was done and the
this state openi d here today. Many church opened here today at the Gar-,de- damaged bark was finally docked for
hundreds of .Methodists from all parts
Street Methodist Episcopal church repairs.
of the state an.' here to attend tne an- of which the Kev. A. J. Northrup is
nual meeting of the Methodist Kpisco- pastor. Ilishop John W. Hamilton of SUNDAY SCHOOL WORKERS
1,(11 hoard
f education, which began a San Francisco,
If SOUTH CAROLINA.
Cab. Is presiding over
Pelzer. S. C, April 10. Sunday
tnrie itays session nere today, rne the conference. The attendance
is
first general meeting will be held this large and every district Is well repre- school workers from all parts of the
veiling, when Itishop E. E. Hiss will sented.
state are assembled here to attend the
deliver an address on "Methodism and
Special features of the conference, annual convention of the South CarSunday
School
association,
in tnis vaney, wm be or great value Education." The Rev, W. 11. I. a Prade In addition to the services of Bishop olina
to the governor in his oflh ial capacity wiil deiivir an address on "nidations Hamilton will be a series of afternoon whlc'n opened here today. It Is the
of Our Church Schools to the Itellgl-oii- s lectures by Prof. Samuel Lynch Beiler twenty-nintannual convention and
tr.d to the valley as well
At the ses-- :i of lloston university and a lecture by the attendance larger than at any
Life of the Church.
n tomurrovv morning tho delegates the Hiv. William Quayle
of Chicago. previous meeting. Mr. W. C. Pearce
WHY THE PRETTY
will be welcomed by the mayor of
At the session tonight the Epworth of Chicago, International teacher train-- .
League anniversary address will be Ing secretary, Is among those present
WAITRESS WAS KISSED Dallas.
given by the Kev. G. P. Eckman of and will deliver several lectures on
ONLY WOMAN DENTIST
Xew York. Tomorrow afternoon a practical Sunday school topics. ToIN RIO DE JANEIRO.
IT IS THE CUSTOM IN FRANCE,
missionary
will bo delivered morrow evening a reception will be
Y.,
April
X.
New York.
AND THE ACT IS NOT UNCOMin. Dr. by the Kev. sernun
by
the
A. L. Smith of Suncook tendered to the delegates
C.hekiere,
only
Maria Aatoinetta
the
MON TO FRENCHMEN.
Ilrotherhood of Andrew and Philip, of
in
and
latir
the
afternoon
Wesley
the
titi.-.!
in
Hio de Jam iro, Ilrawoman il.
Presbyterian
Pelzer
the
church.
One evening last w. e th, guests zil. v.! o cuiie I. re for a two months' P.rotherhood anniversary will be ob
"f the Alvarado were st;. a and set vi'it. tar: ed today for the west. Ac-- t served. Dr. tjuayle's lecture will be
in
the evening. The conference will MURDERER'S FAMILY IN
to gossiping by an eidet
gentleman cordin t i Mrs Gheklere's statement
d HI erately
kissing a v 'ress. who lita.il
a
field for dentists. .close on Sunday.
DESTITUTE CIRCUMSTANCES
had attended his tabl.
More bold. 11
iv at.- only a few there and the
FAVOR
loo, seemi .1 ' he mac.
ise his go l p e. pa
are extremely hi.h. For
ARBITRATION TREATY. MAN SENTENCED TO HANG WILL
wife stood by en-- w Cm
I!
II. e per-;iig a 'oi,;h Mrs. Gliekiere charges
Xew York, April in. The Germans
lorniance.
LEAVE FAMILY IN NEED.
And still u
rapidly IV; i. with nt gas and not less than
.
this ci'y strongly favor the conwere the gessipin .
. in
s set wag- u b g.is. An ordinary gold
David
Arguello was on Thursday
clusion
henn
cf
when p was -- riled aat ihe man in s
arbitration tnatv
is in to $12. a gold crown
was a minister
;i;
:'
Episcoijtil ah, n J'". Mrs. (iheklere is iravellng A e. ii. nn- - i, u eu maies anil iii iniiiny i' convicted of murder in the first degree
propose to give expression lo ior uie Killing of Francisco Garcia on
or Fran v.
part
iileaiure. partly lo study
mesa last October, says the
However, tit mini- -'
had a few.a;'
methods if dentlslrv.
She their sentiment in the matter at a JohnsonKange.
He will doubtless res. w ho Hid- - iate
friends amor.;; itie cesa-i- ;
spend the summer in Kti- meeting which Is to be held this even- Katou
ing at Terrace Garden. The meeting ceive the death ienalty. Apart from
e;t "with him and explt. I'd bis nn- - rope
is belli under the auspice,
,,( )(,,. Arguello's crime which Includes the
liming that
usual perfor;.,ani e. by
It was pro' aby a cu.- -' na
German Peace society and will con- murder of a woman at a minlitg camp
the French ERICCE COLLAPSES AND
ast of Trinidad twj years ago, for
KILLS TWO MEN. sist of a large number of prominent
'o kiss waitresses, espei lly if they
,
( olo.,
('
April in.
ad
representing
were pretty young
like inosr
the which crime Garcia, sought to arrest
killed by the falling of various German-Americasocieties, him when Arguello gave his his death
at th,. Alvarado, and th.r he French-dut- y Two
in a bridge under course clubs and other organizations.
Some wound, the man Arguello, has up to
by the a f
m.i had only done
v ho had so
on at Manitoii, six ml.i s excellent speakers will addriss
f ''
thoj'". last three years, been a quiet
oked
a' t. a'
ilay. The names of the
in Cei man and English. The borer, a teamster In a mine at Engle-objet. r bis wan' s for a w
there from
et'-,r the muting is to discuss ville, cast of Trinidad and bad a peace-way- s
ps why an 'in n
Johnson and Harry
other plausible i.
el
home.
The aciideiit
and means or urging I'resid. lit
Ilt ls ihe fuller tf eight
resulted
l!..rl
a pret-Frenchman mi- -'
w .
upon the cement ltoosevtlt to reopen negotiations for I'i'il'i n who with their mother, Mrs.
' waitress, a'.cotallau '
man who t :
live at present In Ka'on. The
it
tore
the cement had the conclusion of a treaty of ui bltra-vl who is
's traveled in Fra
i;!iv "uaiab-lledeldest of these c.ill.lr. n is IS vears of
tion with Germany.
a
familiar wi'b y'aaitr
age and the joungist is but fourteen
'
bat the sig-don't know- h it !!
STOCK YARDS TREASURER
months. The famllv ure in very des- '
t.ini ar.Ce
kissing a ELEBRATING GENERAL
n Fr
BOOTH'S BIRTHDAY.
CH ARCED WITH TH EFT. tit u circumstances" and are entirely
iid. "iinles-tar- n
waitress wochl be."
V.":i .;ta.
Kan.,
April 1". E lwur.1 dependent uion the mother's work for
I.
.Vtll be '1 lie sevetity-.- :
he should be a good v.
h tne."
r ti. i. Wichita; supiort. Any women needing her
i.ti
liooth. li
t
iv of G.
ir
s
Y;
te
.a.. Salvation Army, is
arre-tei- ;
etc par v, wDIES
in
EMINENT GEOLOG'G
er any work
;,be i b
v t in niii'liou! t he world her
tbU aif, ril.j'
on t lie ( barge ot she can do are privileged to phone this
ei !.
TPOP.1 'aiEUMONIA.
,
.
JJ.I..UIH fr,,!:i
company. office utul any one having children's,
ranches of the Salva-Saer- i VI.
P.. Prof. by
Ciinbridge. Ma ;
h.'llll.sgiV ilig He .llillllt: til the!!. He Is a biolhel clothintr to donate should
il
t.ent gt olo- t iova'l". ni'-- S. flba'.-not delay
(1
fjrmi
ta nee scien- le ,1 lo re and in 't her of
or I'.l.tcMmrn, of in assisting this unfortunate' wife anj,
'st a:.. d. an of ti...
in...
i
p
ky.
M.n.'d
Kentuc
ia.
H!!i school. di..-pneumonia
mother.
tod..
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n,

'

i

ht

j

1

toast-maste-

A FAR REACHING SCHEME

TRANSPORTATION

'

New York Proposes to Virtually Eliminate
East River by Car Passage From
Door to Door.
New York, X. Y., April 10. One of
the most
of the many
schemes now under discussion for the
solution if New York's transportation pronh m deals with thi practical
elimination cf the Fast River as a
factor in the situation. Ttie troubles
of Hrooklyniti s who have to come to
..lamisttan have been increasing. Already Brooklyn bridge is taxed to its
utm st capacity. There is no room on
i: for moie cars, and even if t lie re
wcie the structure is not stronp
eno-.igto sustain any additional harder. The opining of the Williamsburg bridge has made no appreciable
diminution In the demand on the
older span, and by the tim.- the third
bridge is completed the traffic will
have increased so that the situation
will be as bail as ever.
To remedy the existing difficulties
many plaits are suggested, but all
-

o; tin in bave been found m re or less
impracticable. It is now thought that
the remedy lies in lree passage of
ears from one borough to another,

collecting passengers a' their doorsteps and depositing them at their
di
not throw'ng them out
in i ue mass to fight, for s.ats in another car. The first st, ;) toward this
bmued-loresult will, it is mA. be
the driving of a t untie! from Old Ship,
in Manhattan, fo Bedford avenue in
Brooklyn. Tills tumul is to be reacae!
on both sides of the r!e.-- by subway.,,
which wiil form a lnr.-.,circle. Tht
lies t ion st ill undecidi d is whet In r this
circle Is to hi; cmp'.etc.i on its n.rth-erside by another tunnel oi by the
Williamsbur.i bridge, Itetii schemes
have their advocates aa.l whichever is
c !o t( d th ' i ffect on
the present
r
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GRAND LODGE
OF NORTH CAROLINA.
Wllmliiiim, X. C. April In. Members l' the grand lodge of Masons of
North Carolina ai e
d her,, today to ;i
tnl the meeting of
ihe
."rf.!u! i.ol-'- e and die
w.t'a tin- - laving of the corner-be for ihe moiuitiu nt to be reeled
;o Conn lot - llitnet. The
ot
the (Irand Lodge lias been called at
the reqaest of tile Colonial Dailies',
ulio have tie- work of collecting funds
monument in charge. The
f the C'l.aiers. oi.e will take place
this afternoon and an ela li'rate program has been prepared lot th,, ,,
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FACE TWO.

a little llmonlto. In pbcos tho mug- -'
ndito predominate and Is beautifully
crystalline, some of the crystals being
two inchr. long nn,l nlmost perfect.
ore can be traced for a disTh
tance of ten mll( s along t!'e course of
a li'tle south of east
the dike, which
and north of west. Towards the oust- Intrusted to Us to be Filled
ern and western ends the dike flitteiis
on
only
ore
shows
Q
mil and the iron
ut f.r a d'stanoe
it
nor! hern
f
central
tiiong
the
of over five miles
portion I: is on lir.t'a sidt s. Here the V
outcrops arc veiy massive and per- - O
slstenl for long distances without a
break, sotiie of them standing out very Y aim-- ni.i.i:i) imcht. thi;y
pioinincn'Iy above the surrounding V mi
r.i-Fii.i.rcn exactly
nuts. The largest and most
on
niC.IIT.
occurs
FOR NO ONE IN
tho
one observed
of the dike cm what Is
northern side
THIS niU'fi STOUR IS
-known as Claim la." where a huge a
TO CHANCE A
12
up
some
mass of hematite stands
ft
O.CANT1TY OH QUALITY.
feet, above the siinaco of the ground. 6
A number cf samples were taken
PRESC'UII'TIONS
WE KILL
from surface cuts nnii shallow shpfts, 0 .IV UT AS THEY Am? WRITW
of
the
for analysis, from both sides
the lowest result obtained v TEN. OR KEKVSE TO TOVC'H
dike.
T THEM. SOME DKVO STOKES
cent;
per
showed Iron (met.), 00.69
WE
silica. 2.f3 per cent; phosphorus, 0.15 g GVKSS AT ACCURACY.
per cent, and su'phur, 0.23 per ceni.-I'ON'T.
Iron
gave.
(p
The highest assay obtained
(met.), fill. 52 percent; silica. 2.23 per A
Billcent; phosphorus, 0.126 per cent;
phur, 0.111 percent; while an analysis 0
of a sample taken from the outcrop
shown In Fig. 6, gave iron (mot),Q
6C.48 per cent: silica. 1.92 per cent; IT
ALVARADO PHARMACY
phosphorus. 0.293 per cent, and sul-i- Y
phur, 0.142 per cent. The phosphorus
BH. CRIGCS & CO,, Prop'rt.
contained In the "Jones" iron ore has
probably corao, In a large measure, 2
Both Phontt
First and Cold Ave.
from the bone dust which is plentifully scattered over the region. That
it will decrease with depth is to be OO9O0OmOO9OOXK
reasonably expected, and is shown, to
a certain' extent, by the analysis of SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
two samples, o:ie from the surface
an done from the bottom of n shallow
shaft. The surface sample shows a Full Set of Teeth
phosphorus content of 0.293 per cent Cold Crowns
$6.00
$1.50 Up
and that from the shaft ran 0.0K9 per Gold Filling
cent, a decrease of O.204 per cent. All Painless Extracting
50c
the ore exposed carries considerable
lime, which also will probably de- ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY
GUAR- crease as depth on the deposit is atANTEED.
tained. Comparing the "Jones" ores
with those from the Menominee range
of the Lake Superior district, It will
if
be noted that the percentage of met-aliron is higher, the silica decidedly
lower, the phosphorus lower and sulphur higher. Compared with the Alabama ores the Jones ore is found to
be superior in every respect; the metB. F. COPP.
allic iron Is much higher, while the ROOM 12, N. T.
ARMIJO BUILDING
silica, phosphorus and sulphur are
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An

Interesting Article Telling
of Formation of the
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MINIMUM

CHARGE,

15c.

WANT EU.
VAN'n:iv-- A
husman, a.!Ie
tle. S, Vnnn A Son.
W A N TEH
Lady employed and living alone would like an .ther lady
to share home. Will agree to any
reasonable plan, (rood home for the
right party. Address, Home, Citizen office.
VA.VfEXPToodnK! n, k ny "n u ni ber ,

NEW MEXICO
4- -

Capital and Surplus

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them
to Loan
regislereil drug clerk, LVloney
young
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
and willing to

E

$100,000
4

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

On

4

f.K

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as iow us $10.00 and as high
as $20!i.K. Loans are quickly made
Time:
One
and strictly private.
month to cne year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts ot the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Dldg.
316 West Railroad Ate.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 315 South
First street.
MALE HELP WANTED.
MEN WANTED 'Wages' paid while
learning the barber trade; situaspecial
rate.
tions guaranteed;
Moler System College, Los Angeles,
Cal.
WANTED Men in each state to
tcavel, post signs, advertise and
leave samples of our goods. Salary
$75.00 per month. J3.00 per day for
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
Atlas block, Chicago.
vv an i ED
any number
Oood meri
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 315 Sontl
First street.
FOR RENT.
FORRENT Doskr6bm, or part of
store. J. W. Masters, 118 Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Brick house, with bath,
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynar
Gunsul.
FOR RENT A new house o7 four
rooms, with bath. Inquire of A. A.
Right Twice a Day.
Trimble, 207 North Arno street.
rooms over
will be right all of the time if you FOR RENT Furnished
the Golden Rule Dry Goods compay your bills by cneck.
pany. Inquire at Room B, Mrs.
Phelan.
There is no chance of d'spute
FOR SALE
over a settlement if yu have a
lots in Coronada
checking account and pay your ob- FOR SALET. AllMcSpadden,
300 South
L.
Place.
ligations by check. Each check Is
Broadway.
a receipt. The endorsement upon FOR SALE Small slock merchandise
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
'the back of the check Is evidence
South Broadway.
that the par.y received Ihe money. tuit oAl.h A hainisouie rtardmau
piano, in fine condition and almost
A checking account insures you
Lew, at a bargain.
For particulars, call at this office.
from paying a bill twice, gives you
FUR. SALE
raiien at a bara record of your business, puts sys
gain; will take small property In
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
tern into your transactions.
talk with F. L. McSpadden. 203
You have method and conven
South Broadway.
SALE OR EXCHANGE For
FOR
y.our
a
business, with
lence in
cfiy or ranch property, a new furn
checking account at
ished rooming house. Best location
la the city. Address F. J., this of-

?

Montezuma Trust Co. r

Make your want
known through
these columns.

in-

sertion.

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

HOME
You could be proud of,
A

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
President; W. S. Stickler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

No. 310, South Edith, 6 rooms, modern, new. Lot 50x142; sewer, trees,
etc. $2,700. Easy terms, if you cant
pay cash.

$8

Iron Fields.
TAKEN

Htrs you'll find
wlmt you've been
looking for.
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Tho Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business
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Official Puper of Bernalillo County
nd City of Albuquerque.
-
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Albuquerque Evening Citizen
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CITIZEN.
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LTJNA,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON,

TOPEKA

&
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RY.

PORTERFIELD & CO.
West Gold Avenue.
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In the Mining Magazine for Feb
work and conveyancing.
Notarial
ruary appears an Interesting article
by Newton W. Elnmens, B. M., on the
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
large Iron deposits in New Mexico,
DENTISTS.
known as the "Jones Iron Fields."
The following is a brief extract of the lower.
Officers and Director.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
article, which is reproduced with the
Dental Surgeon.
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLD8 ..J
President
recommendation that the complete re COLONEL HEAD DIES
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
M. W. FLOURNOT
Vice President
port be read in the February Mining
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
FRANK McKEB
Cashier
Magazine, which is accompanied by
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
R. A. FROST
SUDDENLY IN KANSAS
Assistant Cashier
Interesting diagrams and illustrations.
mail.
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
A
In the Sierra Oscura mountains,
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
eastern Socorro county. New Mexico, PROMINENT. LAS VECAS CITIZEN
Office
No. 308 Railroad avenue.
U. S. DEPOSITORY.
jj'J Jij?-T:''-BY
AND CATTLEMAN
CALLED
in what is known as the "Jones Minhours, 8:20 a. m., to 12:S0 p. m.; 1:30
DEATH.
ing District," there occurs a deposit
p. ni. to 6 p. m. Telephone 4t2. Ap
Authorized Capital
50fl,000.0
of Iron ore of great extent and high
pointrnents made by mail.
Wor.l was received in Ixis Vegas
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
grade. While there are a number of
$250,00O.
of Ihe sudden death of C)l.
PHYSICIANS.
iron ore deposits in the territory Sunday
at Hutchinson. Kan.,
which are of considerable magnitude, R. O. Head, morning.
Depository for Atchison, Topeka & Banta Fe Railway Company
early Sunday
The news of
DR. R. L. MUST,
little attention has hitherto been pa-ito
his
great
was
his
deal!i
shock
a
to them owing, to their remoteness daughter. Miss
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Etta Head, of that city.
or
from means of transportation
Tuberculosis
treated with
not, know that he was even
who
did
other causes rendering them unavail- seriously ill. Slie ha.l received word
Electrical
Current and Gerable for use. At the present time
micide. Treatments given each day
somebefore
day
that
had
eaten
the
he
only one deposit is being worked. This
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
and
is owned by the Colorado Fuel and thing that disagreed with him. indiin attendance.
Both 'phones.
of
was
an
suffering
attack
from
Iron company, and is situated in Fer-r- gestion,
G. SHADRACH,
W.
CK.
was
that
it
not
Intimated
but
in Grant county, from where the
was in danger. Miss Head
ore is transported by rail to the com- hlR life Vegas
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
on Nj. 10 Sunday after
Las
pany's smelters at Pueblo, Colo. The left
and Throat.
Mrs.
noon
funeral.
the
to
attend
utpj tot irou ore from this field for
of
New Mexico
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
quite
ill
several
for
been
Head
has
the year 1903 amounted to 137,269
lines. Office, 313',
West Railroad
Abilene,
Kan.,
with
was
at
and
weeks,
tons.
avenue.
' $100,000 09
u
f hor 'Jim;,.
Capital Paid In
ot iYia Hm
i k v
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
Jones Iron Field lies nlong a
Surplus and Profits.
17,000 CO
death.
band's
p.
n
great igneous dike near the northern
principal
of
one
Col.
vas
Head
the
nd of the Sierra Oscura mountains,
fice.
NURSE.
of the Phoenix farm and ranch THE BANK OF COMMERCE
between the Santa Fe railroad and owners
"in goodllt
store
drug
FOR
Mexico,
S.UJCA.
New
county,
company
Mora
of
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M.
Mr.
R. Wharram,
the Carthage coal field on the west and for a number
tie town; a snap. T. L. McSpadft years resided at ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Room 31, Barnett building.
Auto
and hte Hock Island and the Capitan
MARRON,
Wm. FARR, Vice President; J. B.
President;
N.
300
0.
den.
South Broadway.
to Las ",'csas
phone, CI 3; Colo., 165 B. Hours, 9
and White Oaks coal field on the east, Watrous. He cwent
McDONALD,
ago
Roy
HERNDON,
there
your
resided
Cashier;
hydro-therepAssistant Cashier;
and
about
four
OR
yeirs
TRADE
7
Jap
SYllTRENT
10.
ist
Massage,
to
12
furnished
the
coal
to
to
miners
the
and
at an approximate elevation of from
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
and other Battle Creek meth5,900 to 6,200 feet above sea level. An until about eight months ago, when company became aware that this parSouth Broadway.
ods.
ticular Jap had leprosy, notified Dr.
old stage road from San Antonio on the family went to Kansas on account
JAY A. IIUBBS and D. II. CARNS.
$
Mr. Head was Taylor of tiie state board of health, FOR SALE A good general merchanthe Santa Fe railroad to "White Oaks of Mrs. H ad's health.
UNDERTAKER.
business
commission
ihe
in
interested
grocery
dise
business, with meat
and
and asked for instructions.
Q
in Lincoln county, after crossing the wiiile in Las Vegas.
OF
INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE
Dr. Taylor at once sent Dr. Benmarket included, and buildings for Auto, 'phone 316.
plains of the "Jornado del Muerto,"
Colo. Red 115.
Q
ANNUM.
PER
CENT
FIVE
PER
son,
wife,
one
a
leaves
300
Deceased
M.
Dragoie,
Inquire,
rent.
Chinett, state medical inspector of
A. BORDERS,
follows up the valley along the iron
bedhis
was
who
at
R.
Jr.,
G.
Broadway.
Head.
North
nese, to Majestic, and he made a thordeposit, past Jones' camp, thence
City Undertaker.
OO CC3CCXCCCZCCXC-- 0
and two ough examination of the affected Jap. FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 room in Commercial Club Building. Black
down across the plains, past the side when he passed away,Oivens,
of
daughters,
Charles
Mrs.
Dr. Bennett has had several years'
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
nnd white hearse. $5.
northern end of the "Mai Pais," to
Head, of experience in China with the disease.
Broadway.
White Oaks. Since the completion of Denver, Colo., and Miss Etta long
(J "OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1ST
LAWYERS.
and
a
Vegas.
Mr.
had
Las
Head
Ho pronounced this case leprosy in an FOR SALE A
double-ba- r
the Itock Island railroad tbia stage
many
left
career
and
honorable
advanced stage. The afflicted Jap was
road has been abandoned.
shotgun; bran new
reied,
Bernard S. Rodey.
L.
.
ATTORNEY-ATLAWThe geology of this deposit is in- friends who mourn bis sudden and placed in a deserted cabin at the outnever has been use-i- ; one of th
Albuquerue
untimely
death.
teresting.
skirts of the camp and will probably
best makes. Call at The Citizen of N. M. Prompt attention given to all
The sedimentary rocks
be deported. The authorities at Washconstituting this portion of the Sierra
flee for particulars.
business pertaining to the profession
ington v.lll be notified at once.
Oscura mountains consist of the mas- RATON COURT
Will practice in all courts of 4be terriFOIl.SA"LE Two sets
All miners who were working with
sive limestones and quartzites of the
tory and befoie the United State
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
HOUSE DOOMED this Jap were thoroughly examined,
carboniferous age, which have been
counter. land office.
counters; one thirty-foo- t
but none showed symptoms of the
cut and turned up at a steep angle by
Call at F. F. Tritter's.
Ira M. Bona.
the huge nionzonite along a line of THIS BEAUTIFUL STRUCTURE disease.
ATTORNEY-ATLAW- .
32 P street
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you InCarries the Largest nnd Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
weakness probably caused by the
MUST BE TORN DOWN TO PREterested in mines? I have some N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
in the Southwest.
deep carving and cutting of the overVENT CATASTROPHE.
HEARST'S DINOSAUR
said to be good deals. Talk with lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
lying strata by meteoric waters and
me T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadletter patents, trade marks, claims.
atmospheric agencies. The iron ore
It's a shame, but it's a faci! The
way.
FOUND IN WYOMING
R. W. D. Bryan.
AND
deposits were formed prior to the
beautiful and sightly structure known
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
FOR SALE OR TRADE; a good busiof this dike and were leached as the Colfax county court house, sitquo, N. M. Office, First National
ness for city property. T. L.
A SUBALBUQUERUE, N. it.
from the overlying limestones by
RAILI DAD AVENUE
uated on Fourth street, at the head THE FOSSIL REMAINS OF DISCOV300 South Brosrtway.
Bank buildinp.
JECT FOR CARTOONIST
waters, which then deposited of Clark avenue, will have to be razed
FOR SALE A. A. Trimble, 207 North
E. W. Dobson.
ERED.
their mineral contents in
to the cround. says the Raton Re- .
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
Arno street, has for sale, settings
cavities lower down.
The peculiar porter.
N. M.
a dinosaur
Albuquerque,
eggs.
of
block,
pure
remains
black
well
The
of
Minorca
fossil
bred
IN PLUMBING WE ARE PROUD
shapes of some of the iron ore masses
The building is positively unsafe were discovered in the Bad Lands of
PlymReds,
Rhode
White
Island
presence
and the
r
of empty cavities land dangerous and at any moment the
say that our prestige is never quesMATTERS.
LAND
To
Mining
Plymouths.
outh Rocks, Barred
in the limestone hear out this theory, entire front portion may co'.lapse and Wyoming In 1899. says the
Our reputation for sanitary
tioned.
this
of
The
ribs
etc.
One
leghorns,
Brown
Press.
dollar
Scientific
and
W.
S.
Otero,
H.
In some Instances the iron ore has a topple over to the east,
9 feet
were
plumbing ha3 been earnper
scientific
gigantic
animal
setting.
extinct
and
Commissioner,
Court
States
United
titratlfied structure which would seem
it will be remembered that about
,w ieei,
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
ed only from tho execution of tho
to indicate that
had replaced some 'two years ago the east end of the long, his tail tin feet, ins necK
EXCANGE.
BUSINESS
office
of the limestone hod a and suggests building separated from the wist end and it was calculated that his abdomhighest grade work in this line, which
TO'eXCHANGE f have some "ranches to matters before the land
rethe presence of water during its for - lto that extent that it. was considered inal cavity, with lungs and entrails
CULTURE.
BEAUTY
city
T.
L.
embraces all kinds of sanitary plumbproperty.
to
34
for
trade
room
a
moved,
formed
would
have
rnation. Prof. F. A. Jones, in his very dangerous, and lhat the county
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
with
ing, gas fitting, steam and foot water
work, entitled "New Mexico Mines conmisisioiiers expended about four feet in length, 16 feet in width,
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
space
a
12
MePPADDEN
height
The exchange man.
of
a
probable
feet
heating. We are always fair in our
of Parisian Institute.
and Minerals, makes the follow ing ; housan l dollars t have the lonnd,- Graduate
ln,-Se'e him for
I,eoI)lL'
business exchange?.
whlch ftmy
city. The lates
fT'
York
remarks (nage 2o:i) regarding the lion reinforce, mid strengthened
New
It
of
Late
price. We carry the finest line of gar3ii0 South Broadway.
A round steak cut from the
formation of these iron ore bodies.
scientific appliance and up to date
was thought ihat this would makelf,'a,shose in the city.
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been
have
would
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of
beast
a
oper
this
h
tyi
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Watered from the city reservoir; lighted by the Albuquerque Elec-
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lernational billiard tournament for the
championship of the world In the

balk line game, with two shots In
balg. opened last evening in tne
concert hall of Madison Square Garden. Only six contestants ate entered
for the great contest, Jacob Schaefer,
Ixuis Curt, George Slosson, Ora
Morningstar, George Suttan and
G. Cutler. Willie H;ppe. who recently won the championship of the
world In the 18.1 balkline game by
defeating Vigneaux and Slosson, was
expected to take part in the tournament, but at the last moment flatly
declined to play. Hoppe had Eome
trouble with the
company, which Is managing
the tournament, over an old account,
and. pending a settlement of this refused to play. He Issued a statement
explaining his position and intends to
challenge the winner of the tournament.
The contest began la3t evening
and there will be in all nine matinee
and twelve evening games. According
to the conditions of the tournament
every contestant will be required to
play every other contestant entered In
the tournament and each game will
consist cf 500 points up. to be played
under the established rules governing
' the
balkline game, two shots
in. All tics must be played off.' The
"winner of the tournament will become
the holder of the trophy, subject to
challenge under the rules governing
the championship. The Brunswlek-BalkCollender company has donated
$3,0co as prize money and this, ns well
as the entrance fees will be divided
among the crntestants as follows:
First, forty per cent; second, twenty-fiv- e
per cent: third, fifteen per cent":
fourth, twelve per cent; fiffn, eight
lier cent.
There Is no pronounced favorite for
the tig tournament nnd the bet3 are
3 to 1, on any one of the players, the
bettor having his choice. Schaefer,
Slosson and Cure are considered the
trcngest players among the contestants, but the other three have shown
themBelves In such good form In the
practice games before the tournament
that the result cf the contest is not
easily foreshadowed.
The dropping
out of Hoppe has diminished the general interest in the tournament to
some extent, but judging from the advance sale the attendance promises to
tii be unusually good during the entire
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INSPECTING JEMEZ

Inspector Woodward Sent Out!
From Washington to Do
Some Investigating
WHETHER

TREES

SHOULD

BE CUT

Karl V. Woodward, connected with
the forest service of the department
of agriculture at Washington, in the
capacity of a timber sale inspector,
In Santa Fe Sunday, and within
a few days will begin an Inspection
of tiie Jomez forest reserve, with a
view to ascertaining whether or not
the timber on the reserve ought to be
tournament.
cut. For some time the department
of agriculture at Washington has been
WHEN THE CIVIL
WAR WAS ENDED. receiving; applications
from various
Jersey City, N. J., April lu. Yes- lumber companies that desire to enter
terday was the anniversary
cf upon the .lemez reserve and cut the
Lee's surrender at Apiximatox. In hon- timber, which ls an excellent quality
or of the day the members of the Sec- of yellow pine.
Taere are a number of things to be
ond New Jersey Brigade and many
comrades from different parts of tnis taken into consideration by the deand neighliorlng states .held a re- partment of agriculture before grantunion last evening. The veterans were ing these applications, and It was for
by Mayor
addressed
Mark Fagan, the purpose of investigating Into these
General Daniel E. Sickles and ether conditions tuat Mr. Woodward was
prominent speakers.
sent out from the national capital. As
the forest reserves of the territory
RED MEN GATHER
form an Important factor in the sucIN SOUTH CAROLINA. cess of irrigation, this ls one of the
Newberry, S. C April 10. The great first things that will be looked into
council of the Red Men of South Car- by Mr. Woodward In connection witn
olina opened a three days session here the Jomez reserve, which Is a protectoday. The first business meeting. In tion to the headwaters of the Rio
which the Pocohantas degree 'will be Chama.
conferred, will be held this evening.
The foieots act as a sort of sponge
In connection with
the rivers, tne
TRUSTEES MEET FOR
waters from which Is used for irrigaCARNEGIE FOUNDATION. tion
purposes, preventing, as It does,
New York, April 10. The board of
silt from filling up the reservoirs.
trustees of the Carnegie Foundation the
forest reserve is so situatfor the Advancement of Teaching The Jemez
that It will also contribute to the
held a meeting here last afternoon to ed
adopt definite rules under which Mr. success of the Elephant Butte dam,
Carnegie's gift will be administered. which Is to be constructed by the govThe scope or the, institution is the es- ernment.
Another thing that will be taken
tablishment of a system, of retiring Into
ls the timber suppensions in the higher Institutions of ply consideration
of the country. Tne best methods
learning of the three English speaking to secure
reproduction on
cut over
countries of North America. A new acres must be determined.the The
dewill
be
adopted
and the partment of agriculture ls particularly
charter
will
be
ready for the
then
trustees
that the timber supply of
actual awarding of grants, for which desirous
section
this
shall not become exhaustalapplications
a large number of
are
ed. The government at present has
ready on file. The trustees are drawn 100 forest reserves which contain, apfrom the whole country and represent proximately.
10t),000,000
acres. These
all the various types of Institutions of rt serves have been created
either to
higher education. The vacancy caused protect the headwaters of streams,
by the death of President Harper of
irrigation purposes or to
theUniverity cf Chicago is to lie filled conserve for
the timber supply.
at this meeting.
Some of the best yellow pine In tne
west ls growing on the forest reserves
CHICAGO'S VAN BUREN
STREET TUNNEL PROBLEM. ' of New Mexico. If they were not proWashington. D. C, AprilKU The tected by the government It would be
case of the Chicago Street Railway a mattef of but a short time until
companies would
(' company
vs. the city of Chicago re- - some few lumber
and the timlaiuiK 10 tne lowering 01 me luuiiei have them monopolized,
on Van Buren street under the Chi- ber would be cut, regardless of what
cago river was yesterday decided In damage the Irrigation Interests of the
supreme court against the company country n!ght suffer.
"I am confident," said Mr. Woodon the ground that the proposed
change would be an exercise of gov- ward, "that the development of New
ernmental authority in the Interest of Mexico will be brought about Dy the
solving of the water question or the
the common welfare.
discovery of some plant which is
BIDS WANTED.
adapted to a dry soil and climate. The
Bi.i3 will be received at fhe office; department tf agriculture is at presof the rlerk of the board of county ent carrying on experiments wltn a
oom:iiissl.-nerol liernallllo couuty, up view of discovering some such plaut.
to 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Sat- and the project seems feasible to me.
urday, April 11, 1!06, at the court The possibilities or this territory,
fiouse of said county, in Albuquerque, where waters can be secured, are exfor the doing of the following work: cellent, and that Is one of the princiFirst tor repairs and additions to pal reasons why the forest reserves
The county bridge over the Rio Grande are so important.
As a country for
health seekers I am most favorably
at Barelas.
Second, for reconstruction of a por impressed with New Mexico."
Mr. Woodward expects to be in this
tion of the county bridge at Corralles.
vicinity for about two months, by
Third, for work upon, and in the
which time he hopes to have his work
of, the Alameda dyke.
Fourth, l.r dyke construction at completed.
Atrisro and other work for the pro
Office Chief Quartermaster, Denver,
tection of property from floods in that
Colo., April 7, l'Ji'ti. Sealed proixjsald
vicinity.
Bids can be submitted for either or in triplicate will be received here unof til 11 a. ni., on April 17, 19oti,
for
til of said four different pieces
of Military
Supplies,
vork, and the board reserves tlM transportation
ighr tj reject or arcept any or sT! Uoute No. 3, Wingate station, N. M.
t;i Fort Wingate. N. M., during the
ids.
)ear, commencing July 1. 19uti.
Siiid work is to be dime according
r
be seen V. S. reserves right to accept
to r Kiications wlibh can
any or all proposals. Informaipo:i application to the clerk of tne
Enapplication.
tion lurnlshed on
at the court hoiuo.
J'oar.l order
of county velopes containing prop, sals should
of tne board
"I'roposils for Trans-1- .
e marked:
I'.
uiv,'.
is.
1. nation
tm Rome No. 3, addressed
A. K. WAI.KKK.
U iSe-ald
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HIMSELF OVER GIRL
lovers' quarrel, a rash determination tei "end It all," a rifle shot, and,
an estimable family mourns the loss,
a son and a large circle of friends,
mourn th death of a young man who
was much admired and respected, says
the Nogales Oasis.
years eld
Eugenio Gayou. twenty-twafter a quarrel with his sixteen-yeaold sweetheart. Friday afternoon at
4:oO shot himself through the heart
with a small target rttle. The wound,
inflicted, like Mercu'lo's. was tmt sol
wid-- - as a do ir. nor so de,.;
as a well.
h'.M
Death w:i init. was sufficient.
stantaneous.
A

r

reunion"of

MORELLO
BOYS AT GALLUP.
A reunion of the Mort !b
brothers
was held in thU city thU wcik.
tiie Republican. Barney Morello, of
Globe, wiio has been in Italy for some

months, returned to Gallup Sunday,
accompanied by a y;;unirer brother..
Dominic Morello, of Canaaea. Mexico,
is also here. Mrs. Mon llo. of Globe,
arrived Thursday, also for a visit o!
a few elas.
Alter a visit with the
resident brothers they veill return
Morel!:, t':e
I.i:tl- - LiuiTe'
h..'ne
daughter of Do:n nic Morello. bas been
In Italy fur mi'-.ii'..m'!.s ;i r: .1 her un,ur ' Gallmwi h
cle Harney broi-ahhim. She will aecniiiiji:y In r
Car.anea.
t

AN

-

as with joyous hearts and smiling
they romp and play when i;i health
and how conducive to health tlie sanies in which they indulge, the outdoor
life they enjoy, ;he cleanly, regular habits they should be taught to form and
the wholesome diet of which they should partake. How tenderly their health
should bo preserved, not by constant medication, but by careful avoidance of
every medicine of an injurious or objectionable nature and if at any time a
remedial a nt is required, to assi-- t nature, only those of known excellence
should boused; remedies which are pure and wholesome and truly beneficial
in effect, like the pleasant laxative remedy, Syrup of Fis, manufactured by
the California i g Syrup Co. Syrup of Fis has come into general favor in
many millions f well informed families, whose estimate of its quality and
ed upon personal knowledge and use.
excellence is
Syrup of Fi s has also met with the approval cf physicians generally, because they knov.' it is wholesome, simple and gentle in its action. We inform
all reputable physicians as to the medicinal principles of Syrup of Figs, obtained,
by an original method, from certain plants known to them to act most beneficially and presented in an agreeable syrup in which the wholesome Californian
blue figs are d to promote tl ie pleasant taste; therefore it is not a secret remedy and hence we are free to refer to ali well informed physicians, who do not
approve of patent medicines and never favor indiscriminate
Please to rt member and teach your children also that the genuine Syrup
of Figs always has the full name of the Company
California Fig Syrup Co.
plainly print d oh the front of every package and that it is for sale in
bottles of one ie only. If any dealer offers any other than the regular Fifty
cent size, or bavin printed thereon the name of any other company, do not
accept it. If y u fail to get the genuine you will not get its beneficial effects.
Every familv s! ould alwavs have a bottle on hand, as it is eouallv beneficial
i
.
c.- . .
.
j .
'
t,ior tne parents r.na1,1tne children, whenever a laxative remedy is required.
fr-c?s

LAD KILLS

OLD SETTLER
OF RATON DEAD.

cross-examin-

1

MANUEL, R. OTERO,

Register.
Mrs. riamhlnl, at her parlors. No.
209 WVst Railroad avenue, is prepared to give thorough sca'.p treat-nimdo hair dressing, treat corns,

t,

u-e-

self-mediUi-

.

FOR PUBLICATION.

(Smnli Holding Claim, No. 2072.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Ofllce, Santa Fe. N. M.,
March 8. 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant hag filed notice of hla Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim, under
sections 16 a.nd 17, of the act of March
3. 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stat3., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United States
commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
on April 17, 1906, viz F.mlllo Sancbe.
for the small holding claim No. 2072.
In sections 24 and 25, township 7
norm, range 2 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
tlie tuwnsblp, viz:
Juan Sanchez, y Apodaca, of Peralta, N. M.; Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Fernlnlo Pcrea, of
I'eralta, N. M., and Manuel Aideret.
of Feral a. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
again-- t
the allowance of fald proof,
or who Knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
f the Interior department, why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the aliove
e
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttaJ
of that submitted bv claimant.
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Walter

(Small Holding Claim No. 1600.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
March 23, 190G.
Notice is hereby given that tho following named claimant has filed no-tico of his latentlon to make final
proof in support cf his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), ns amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stat",.. 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United States
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
New Mexico, on May 10, 1906. vix:
Adelalda S. do Otero, for the lot 1.
sections 12 and 13, township 7 north,
range 2 east, and sections 7 and 18,
township 7 north, range 3 east, and
lot 2. sections 12 and 13. townshli 7
north, range 2 east, and lot 2, sec- tions 7 and 18, township 7 north,
range 3 east, of S. H. C. No. 1600.
Ho names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
tho tewnship, viz:
Placido Salazar y Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Jesus Salazar y Otero,
of Peralta. N. M.; Hlginlo Chaves, of
Peralta, N. M.: Jesus Garcia, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or wha knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulation
of the Interior department why such
proof should not, bo allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
or that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
Register.
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Company G's nilllUrv ball.
Scott the "nenfh
Va"p' miner. In melodrama.
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Roney's Boys.
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April 15

Rheumatism Make Life Miserable.
A happy home is tho most valuable
possession that Is within tha roach
of mankind, but you cannot enjoy Its
comforts If you are suffering from
rheumatism. You throw aside business cares when you enter your home
and yon can be relieved from those
rheumatic pains also by applying
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, One application will give you relief and Its
continued use for a short time will
leuuts wnu precise solemnity and ac- - Fifth avenues Saturday mornine savs Instantly and seriously inliirlni Knl- - bring about a permanent cure. For
curacy.
Ihe phoenix Republican. A man lay1'11)'. 'ho sustained bruises about the sale by all druggists.
'
011 a u,(1 wIta nla tbrat cut from ear1 head and back.
It Is believed that he PANTHER HIDE ON
SIERRA COUNTY WILL
t0 ear. He had sought to save his will survive his inlulrles.
EXHIBITION AT CLOUDCROFT
HAVE A NW JAIL. landlady as much trouble as possible,
Lucas was 22 years old and single.
H. M. Denney has the large panther
At the last meeting of the county for lefoi'e cutting his throat he
had but recently started to work hide, of
hadi"'
hlch he killed some time
commissioners it was decided to ask drawn a slop jar in front or the. bed on at these mines. Kallny is 20 years ago,
mounted and on exhibition In
for bids for the erection of a new jail, which he sat while doing It. The man oM and single.
his store. It stands three feet high
"ays tho Sierra County Advocate. was A. V. Seeley, who had been In
T'11-' coal mine where the accident
and Is nearly nine feet In length. It ls
This is tho right move In the right the city since tho latter part of De-- 1 occurred. Is about eight miles
life like ta appearance and Is worth
'
direction. The present outfit called
and had been employed the past of Raton, at the town of Yankee, considerable as a sign, and would no
the jail is a disgrace to the county. The greater part of that tlmo in a hotel
on tile Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern
doubt sell for JS00 or $1000 In the
old jail property could probably be kitchen.
railroad.
eastern market. J. H. McNatt, who ls
disposed of at a price that would deSeeley left no note. Several letters
a very good taxidermist, did the ex- d
fray
of the expense or the were found In the room but none ol STRIKE STOPS WORK ON
pert mourning.
of
a
new Jail
cost
COLORADO DAM AT LAGUNA
them were from relatives nor was
'
there anything else indlcat:ug where
"Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil Is the
The work on the Laguna dam on the
DEMING TO HAVE
his people, if ho left any. might be Colorado river near Yuma, Arizona, l,best remedy
that often fatal
NEW COURT HOUSE living. Some of the letters were from
delayed cn account of a strike lease croup. Has been used with
The commissioners of Luna county Rochester, N. Y., others from Denver,
the laborers employed by J. cess In our family for eight years.
met in regular quarterly session the and still others from San Francisco. G. White & Co., contractors, of New Mrs. L. Whiteaere, Buffalo, N. Y.
other day. Aside from the usual business of the commissioners' court, a
site was selected for the new Luna
county court house and the ground is
to be purchased at once. It Is expected that work will begin on the
new court house some time this year,
and the building will be one of the finest In New Mexico. The site selected
by the commissioners ls at the end
of Silver avenue, in the south part or
Deming, and Is a lieautiful location.
"JUDGE" PIERY GETS
TWO YEARS IN PEN.
Two years in the penitentiary was
the sentence Imposed by Judge Mo-;- .
Fie at Santa Fe upon Judge B. O. W.
Plery of Roff, I. T., for obtaining mon- ey under raise pretenses. Plery ls a
member of the bar and claims to ie
or have been on the bench In Okla-- j
honia and In the Indian Territory and
a friend of President Roosevelt. He
was arrested In New York. While in
Santa Fe he was admitted to the best
society and political circles, but drink
t--f
JiAand gambling brought alxmt his down-- '

A. S. Stevens, one if the lir.--t setCheat" in clothes
the
S:i!!un Skein's ad on page S. tlers of Raton, passed quietly uuay a
"C-ttu-

10

COMING

KY. April 0. at his residence lu Raton. The
Miss Iuise Watkins of Owensboro. funeral was held
at the Baptist
Ky.. a sister of Mrs. F. II. Fierce of church at. 3 o'clock Sunday afternoon.
April S. and was ,in charge of the MaIvas Vegas, became the bride yesterday evening, of Colonel Griffin, also of sonic fraternity.
Owensboro. Both principals visited
He was one of the most prominent
Ias Vegas last summer. The wedding Masons in New Mexico and was the
had originally been set for fall but second master of the Gate City lodge
the date was changed on account of No. 11 of Raton. For many years he
Mr. Griffin's business.
was the instructor In tho lectures of losis.
the several degTees of Masonry.
ATTORNEY ALEXANDER
Mr. Stevens was one of the most re- COAL MINE ACCIDENT
RETURNS TO HILLSBORO. spected citizens or Colfax county and
AND TWO MEN CAUGHT.
After an absence of over two his death Is sincerely regretted
by
The first fatal accident in the coal
Attorney S. Alexander has hundreds of friends.
mines of tho Santa Fe, Raton and
returned to Hillsboro from San Diego
Eastern railroad, at Yankee, occurred
where he left Mrs. Alexander and the THE RAZOR ROUTE
Wednesday night at 7 o'clock, says the
three youngest children to enjoy the
FROM THE EARTH Raton Reporter.
Paul Lucas and
invigorating sea breeze, says the AdBozo Kallny, Austrians, were at work
The bloodiest sight seen In
vocate. Perhaps it. Is unnecessary to in a long time was presentedPhoenix
In an entry of the mine at the hour
say that Alex, brings back wnu him loom In the Arizona rooming houseIn ona mentioned,
wnen a tall of rock oc- many
,
fish
wonderful
taiea
....
crushlng the life out of Lucas
.
i.v nui.u DLIkkb U - n HI,
IN OWENSBORO,

)
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TOPICS

TERRITORIAL

FOREST RESERVE

One of the letters from Rochester York, to whom the government award-- ;
seemed to have been from an intimate, ed the contract for loing the work.
friend and he was accordingly tele- Common laborers have been recelv-graphejng from 15 ct.nts 1o ls ct,nt9 J)lr hrur
h(M'Iey had kept a dairy, the events usually working
about ten or more
in u ueginning in Kocnester, hours a day. Superintendent Peppard
It described his westward movement. was recently Informed bv District At- He came to this part of tho country torney Brown of Yuma that the eight by the way of Denver and San Fran hour labor law regarding government
cisco. There was one entry made at contracts would bo enforced to the
Ash Frrk and the next one was made fullest extent and that thuy must disat Kelvin. After that he worked near continue working ten hours. SuperinTcmpe for a short time, coming to tendent Peppard has Just notified laPhoenix near the first of the year.
borers that hereafter they could work
Seeley was apparently
about 30 but eight
at the same hourly
years of age. He was not In perfect salary as hours
before. About ninety per
health. He suffered from asthma and cent of the laborers Immediately went
probably wis afflicted with tubercu- on strike.
'
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bunions and lngrowius; nails. She
gives inasEa.i;e treatment and manicuring. Mrs. llambinl's t wn preparation
tif complexion cream bnibls up
th
sUin and improves lV;e complexion,
and is guaranteed no to be injurious.She also prepares a hair tonic
that cures and prevints dandruff and
"nair fulling out; restoies lite to dead
hair; removes mole?, warts and su-- ,
pcrtl'tuus hair. Ai.-.- a f.icv powder, a
1'reeUo cure u':,l pimple cure and pile
cure. All eif
preparations are
purely
tal V compounds. Have
Just added a vibrator
for
treainiei.i ef tjculp, face, ami euro of
wrinkles. It is also used for rheum-- .
tism, pains and massage.
th-.-
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D circa ana died

Mover, Haywood and
bone, charged with complicity In the murder of former
(Jovernnr StcunonKerp, thV FarmingUm Tl:iies-llu-;!e- r

trial

says:
important that every true AmerUan tike an
in this trial nnd demand that Justice1 be dime. If
Haywood ami Mover are guilty, and we do nut for n
moment believe they are, they ought to be hunt?, bei aitno
they are not only murderers in the common sense, but
they have done organized labor an irreparable injury. An
appeal to reason and Justice nnd the right use of the
tiallot Is the only way to permanently promote the cause
of labor, and when we say labor wo mean the entire class
who by use of brain and muscle produce wealth, in contradistinction to that class who only nbsorb It. Labor
does not got its just proportion of the wealth its efforts
produce and the labor problem will never be solved until
H does. Differences as to the rights of the employing
and employed must necessarily arise from time to time,
and no man on either side of the controversy should be
allowed to hang or be imprisoned for the part he may
play fn the rase, unless he shall commit a crime that
warrants it. The great mass of the American people
who are not concerned directly with the dollar and c(mt
part of the controveisy involved should see that this is
the case.
It. Is

Alamogordo Advertiser:
It Is reliably slated that
tho goat men of the Sacramentos will market part of
their mohair in Alamogordo. Iu the future such industries as this is what will make the town of Alamos" do
and keep it up. Are our business men taking any action
in the matter? Are they endeavoring to find buyer for
the products the goat men bring to town? Alamogordo
in the past has been a town where each was for himself and the devil take the hindmost; nearly every man
was scrambling to get into the good graces of the railroad company. A new era has arrived and
1b absolutely necessary as well as energetic measures to
build tip a good town.
Tucumcari News:

Reports from Socorro county are

to the effect that stockmen and sheep raisers are

experi-

encing a great deal of trouble with lobos, of which there
is at present a great number In that vicinity. They run
fn packs, and on several occasions horses have been
found which had been pulled down and killed by the
wolves on the range. Stockmen in that vicinity are
taking action against these animals in an effort to exterminate them as nearly is possible, by both poisoning
and shooting them whenever an opportunity presents
One rancher set poison about his ranch one night
and the next morning found he had killed three lobos and
lf.
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Business Manager

Ojly Justice
Speaking of the
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The people of the cas; have undoubtedly read ;i
gici! deal of the liitile Foil of t'cillfortila, It vast wheat
OMs. wondeifu itees. Immense orchards, the raising of
two to four crops of nlfa'ifa, nnd from four to five
of leirie. put few have- heard of California's Ne'lier- .atids, which are more wondeiful than till the tales writ
ten and published in prose and poetry almt this land of
never ceasing wonders. Tho teachers who will con to
California next July, to attend the National Educational
Association convention, will have an opportunity to see
this greac delta consisting of some millions of acres of
the richest lasd in the world, many feet below the level
of the water in the adjoining rivers.
To convey but a faint Idea of w hat California's
really are. it may he stated that the land has
been reclaimed from the sea by sturdy Hollanders, who
found i.il excellent opportunity of reclaiming the richest
bottom lands by building lles and draining the sloughs
in the San Joaquin valley. Thesi. pioneers started out
to create a ii"w Nelhei lauds similar to what tney hud
left in Holland, they ended with turning the San Joaquin
delta Into the r'cher.t ground ori the face of the earth.
The Holland fanner reclaimed only a f
thousand
acres, then the government took up the work and reclaimed millions of acres, and the soil proves richer and
better than that found in tho famour delta of the Nile.
It will be a curious experience for tho passengers
traveling in a boat on one of the canals which serves
the dual purpose of draining and irrigating when he looks
over the side of the steamer and finds the richest farming land fifteen or twenty feet below the river on which
the vessel folats that carries him. All that fertile land
was once covered with water from the bay to the depth
of many feet at high tide.
New industries have been started in this delta and
have grown In value, giving employment to thousands of
persons. In this delta Is found the largest asparagus
farm in the world. Three thousand acres in one farm
are devoted to the raising of that vegetable alone, while
6,000 acres are devoted to the same industry in smaller
farms. The factory In which the asparagus is canned
employs over 600 hands, and runs day and night during
the season. The product, when canned, is shipped to
the east and to different parts of the world. Few who
relish the dish have an Idea that the vegetalde was
grown upon reclaimed land.
Just a little further down on the same reclaimed
land thousands of acres arc devoted to the culture of
celery, which has also become quite a profitable indtis- ery.
I lie greatest dairy farm in this Bamc Netherlands
boasted of more registered cows than any other dairy
farm In the world. One of them is the famous Juliana
de Kol, the world's prize heifer. She holds tho highest
record In the world. In 100 days she gave milk which
yielded 2S5 pounds of butter.
Resides tho raising of
asparagus, celery and cows, this land is better than any
other for the raising of onions, potatoes, string beans
and n variety of other vegetables. It will surprise the
teachers when they find a crop of string beans growing
upon the same soil which has produced an abundant crop
of onions during the early part of the same season.

Sweet peas arc deservedly popular because of their
ease of culture, profusion of bloom, dainty colors a:ul
delightful fragrance. Plant them in any good garden soil,
fertilized well with rich cow manure, in rows preferably
OOWOOOOOOOOC-OOOOOOOOOOOOOOtJ
running east and west. Keep the flowers well picked
each day to prevent seed pods forming, for like pansies.
'
S'Sovr Teiradei!'
the vitality of tho plant is impaired by the production d
of seeds. The seed should be planted very early tn tho K
spring, or late in the previous fall, in trenches three 01
Nogales, Ariz., Oasis'.
four inches deep, being covered only a little at first and
the trenches gradually filled as the plants grow.
oo
oooor
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Socorro Chieftain: Socorro county's board of county
commissioners has been in regular quarterly session this
week, and it is gratifying to be able to call attention tc
the fact that tho members of the board still continue to
apply to the conduct of public affairs the same business
principles that have won them success in their own prl
vate affairs. Moreover, thi3 is In exact verification of a
prediction made of them by the Chieftain at the beginning of their official career.
The members of the
present board of county commissioners of Socorro county
are making a creditable record for themselves.
The town of Oro Grande, all hough
New Mexican:
but a few months old, has concluded to incorporate and
be managed by a town government. The county, commissioners of Otero county, at their meeting Monday hist,
passed a formal resolution authorizing the incorporation.
Oro Grande is evidently n lively youngster and the mining district tributary to it is more than lively and busy.
"Wherever you turn in New Mexico, progress and advancement are the rule and retrogression is the except ion.
Optic: Las Vegas seems to be coming into
Of the four great enterprises upon which Mie
has fixed her hopes, three, the dry farming project, the
National Fraternal Sanitarium and the government reservoir, seem assured. The realization of the first two will
railroad, quien
not be delayed. As to the Pnelps-Dodg- e
sabe but It is regarded as an encouraging sign that the
d
of contract between the company and the
Itock Island has not been ratified.
Daily

Tier own.

long-talke-

Farmington Enterprise:
For the past five months
there has been an average of one building completed
every week in Farmington still some people insist thai
we are not doing much In the way of growing. The different carpenters now have contracts for at least six
frame houses which area waiting material, and the Granite Block company has contracts for five of that material. Others who prefer brick are also waiting until
such, can also be procured.

The city of Victoria, Sonora, which has never been
found except on a map especially drawn to show Its
alleged location, still serves as a magnet to draw l.'oin
the pockets of the farmers, cattlemen and others in remote localities, the monetary results of their thrift. The
two Patricks and their associates in the scheme appear
to be doing a land office business, though the fact has
beeeu again and again advertised, that there is neither
town .village nor city where they claim the busy city of
Victoria Is rapidly building up.
The last victims of the promoters of the blue print
city to visit Nogales were Messrs. S. M. England and C.
A. England of Kiuta, Indian Territory.
To the Oasis
oy told a story similar to that told by J. C.
reporter
Reese, of Gotobe, Oklahoma.
They had been told
by the veiiui is of the lots ill Victoria that by purchasg
ing lots they would be accorded the privilege of
" i 7 acres of fine farming
land in t lie immediate
vicinity: that there were already upwards of
people
it that place, and other such glowing and glaring falsehoods ns have been befre "shown up" hi the Oasis. S.
M. England had purchased four lots at a cost of $lo:,.
The gentlemen from Kinta, Indian Territory, arrived in Nogales, Saturday night, and learning here that
there is no City of Victory, they stopped over Sunday.
Sunday night. S. M. England went to Guaymas, while
C. A. England, son of the former gentleman, remained in
the line city. Wednesday morning, S. M. England returned to Nogales from Guaymas, having been further
assured by the residents of the gulf town there is no
town at the place where he had been told the City of
Victoria is so rapidly building. Thursday morning, both
men left for Kinta, fully determined, as others who have
been duped, to "show up" the scheme. But, for some
reason or other, those who come south and fall to find
Victoria and return to their homes, also fail to make nny
jreat outcry, unl the sale of lots continues,
home-steadin-

o

Capitan News: The Hopeful mine, ut Parsons, which
has been hampered, the past winter, by a shortage of
fuel, will soon be crushing ore on six Huntington mills.
The financial condition oT the company operating this
mine has been materially improved, and all Indications
seem favorable for successful operations. This property
lias long been recognized as a good low grade proposition, and its capacity for profit is bo mded uniy .y tho
amount of ore handled.
.lohn Hums, the great' Euulit.'.t
San J nan Index:
r
commoner, tays that the drinking habit among th.
classes has everywhere contributed to their politic;-.pendente, industrial bondage, personal debasement, civ.c
n
inferiority and domestic misery. The tavern h 1he antechamber to the work hou.e, the recruit itig station for the hospital, tie- - rluipel of ease t i the asylum,
the rendezvous for the piiiiil.Vr. tin- ratherin t'o'imi f; r
j
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Gamp el I System
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It !s poiiitt d cat that of

forty-fiv-
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appeals,
These forty-liv- e
reversed in twenty-nine- .
cx-.ewere dis- however, rover a period in 'which
posd of, nnd in "S2 of these auses tin- railroads .i not
appeal, thereby admitting their justice and fairness.
Hence, out of a total of about '.'2' eases the cmmis-- l n
'
was overruled in oiilv twenty-nin-

iMien
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The Pacific O mem l'ia-tNeedles Kye:
Amboy has started their electric lighting p'.an! arid
from now on the mil; will run continuous')'. The company is working about twenty men and is shipping from
hours.
four to six ear loads of product every twenty-fou- r
Their product is reported to be succeeding lime and

at

plaster paris for many purposes,
and fire proof.
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being lasting,
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Suits
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For an b"'ir this morning
hi.i'ored the heads of '(
of the graNM publishing houses in
this count:'). One was O. W. Wylder,
president of the Hut led, k Publishing
company, publishers of the Hut .crick
patterns, and 1he "Delineator," both
of which are family bywords through
out the world, and considered by the
femininity as household necessities.
The other was John Adams Thayer,
treasurer and general manager of the
Publishing' company,
Thayer Bros.
publishers of the "Everybody's" magazine, the mouthpiece of Tom Law-son- 's
"Frenzied Finance" and the
"Hig Tbre-e- "
insurance companies.
"We have been on a pleasure trip
of two months on the Pacific coast,
pending most of our time at Rlver- s.de rud 'Frisco," said Mr. Thayer.
e are now homeward bound.
And
We spent a day at the Grand Canyon
and a cay at the petrified forest. If
I were coming again I would spend
three days in the forest and a week
at the cauyon, and I would spend all
the time 1 had at the Glen wood hotel
with an occasional trip
at litvon-ide- ,
to Cntalfna Island.
"These are the places which Im
pressed me most while in the west.
The Olenwood is a little gem and
the others are picturesque and fascinating resorts.
No, I don t know what Mr. l.aw- son Is going to attack next," continued
Mr. Thayer.
"He is through with
the insnrance business, for the present, at least. Of course, he has rem
edies for nil these ilia of business
and will give them sooner or later."
Tne clfpnrture of the train cut short
the interview.
On luard Mr. Wylder's private car,
besides the principals, were Mrs.
Wylder and the four Wylder children.
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Nothing more becoming to the average small
boy than the BLOUSE
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MAKERS

Fine

My store is headquar- ters for Boys' and Chil
dren s Clothing, Hats,
Caps, Shoes and Shirts

MAND

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings
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There will be rassion Week
every evening this week in the 0
the First Methodist church, at 7:45
a clock, Hev. J. C. Rollins, In charge.
0
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best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.
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meeting of the Associated Charities was held this afternoon a'. 3 0
o'clock, in the commercial club. The
plans of the association were completed and other important business

pairs men's fine shoes
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
0
lOGOi pairs misses' and children's fine
0
3000

0

shoes.
0
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X

0

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

disciisoed.

v

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
careiully inspect the shoes

0

er

0

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

0

0
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SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

I'.'lll. CHAPLIN

o
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New and unique stage ideas pervade
"Scu:iv, King of the Desert Mine,"
ttOOCDOCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXX)OCO
which will be seen here at the Flks'
Th.ater, April 17. Chas. A. Taylor,
Wootton & Myer,
for enthing, makes Important use
of a
pack of trained Alaskan wolf
dog--;.nd the intelligent, animals
iievi v tul t i gt t. i triple curtain call
on
own account. Thin ner is
Wait
Scott's faithful mule, Slim,
Who
almost human intelligence,
AND RENTALS
an
figures conspicuously iu the
.
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storm scene of lie

Ranches
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Machine Works

0

R. P. MALL, Proprlotor
Iron and Brass Castings; ore, Coal and Lumber Cam; ihaftlan.
i'ulleya, QraJe Bars, Babbit Metal; Colunam and Iron I'ronla tor
Buildings.
Ropalra on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east fctde of railroad t'.ack.
Albuqaerqae, J. U.
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THE NAME

Woodmen's Circle met this after 0
at 2:.1o o'clock, in Odd Fellows'
hall, in regular session.
0
D
A regular meeting of the-- Women's
itelief Coips was held this afternoon 0
at. 2:30, ,i:i ued Men's hall.

AMWEMENTS
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noon

About thirty guests assembled at
the home of Mr. und Mrs. S. Low- inson, iin west Copper avenue, lust
evenii'g. as the guests of Miss Kstelle
Lewin-on- ,
who gave a dinner in
honor of three after-Eastbrides.
Miss Campfield. Miss Walton anil
Strong.
dining
The
rooms were
tastefully decorated for the occasion
and the menu was of excellent nr- tng..:i:en(.

o:

once yearly and open
season with new goods.
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Is to clean up stock

0

The vestiy f St. John's church will 0
meet In the Guild hall at 7:30 this
evening.

The Ladies' Aid Society of the Con
gregational church held a work meet
ing this afternoon at
crfelock. nt
the lesidtnce of Mrs. J. T. Keogh, 4m)
Soul a A.'io street.
The Iad;es of the Home Mission So
ciety of the Highland
Methodist
church
met this afternoon at 3
o'clock, at the home of Mrs. Staccy,
325 South Second street.
Rebekahs, attention. All mere hers
of Triple Link Ixidge, No. 10, are ur
gently requested to be present tonight (Tuesday) at regular meeting.
Visiting members invited.
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A bunch of key.
Owner
ive them, by (ailing at the
company,
Goods
prov- i.x Iry
roperty, anil leaving pay for
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Human Blood Marks.
of horror was told by inaiKs
,.n blood in the home ()f J. W.
a well known merchant ot
He writes: "Twenty years
.,
severe hemorrhages ef the
I
w as
near ib at h win n
.i
ding lr. King's New Iliseov- completely cu.'d in tmd I
t'taiiii d wcil ever since." it
s, chronic roughs,
' morrhag"
eolds and bronchitis, and is
v known cure for weak
lungs.
ottle guaranteed by ail drug-""- c
and L Trial bottle free.
I
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Dealers

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Works LIVERY, SALE FEED

AND TRANS-

0.

FER STABLES

F. S. HOPPING, Proprietor

South Second Street

Just received, large shipment

i.-

..

Albuquerque

Wholesale liquor and

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
Chandou White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Sehlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and dlntrlbutort
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue asd
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, ill South First
' Street, Albuquerque, New
Meilce.

ni.'lii to lielp in kit. hell.
I'll South Second street.
competent woman or
Wi'i;;)
' '
&
'iel; with cooking, "oi North
S
street.
FIKE INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT
'V' V' Stray sorrel pony; owner
LOANS
r over sum..- by calling at The
451- phone
Automatic
('.:
othVe an,: paying f r this
Room 10. N. T. Armlji? Bulldln
.

suli-su-fa-

esia'-lisMli-

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.
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New Mexican: Although New Mexico has been part
of the I'nlted States for sixty years, yet its boundaries
are still a source of dispute in the, national congress, not
(so much because, they are uncertain, but because it Is a
territory, and tho commonwealths to the north an.l to
the east are states that have laid unjust claim to territory that rightly belongs to New Mexico.
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REtUSMXG FKOM PACIFIC COASf

"SCOTTY" HERE APRIL

That the Campbell System Demonstration Farm will
be established in Las Vegas appears to be assured.
The
Lr.s Vegas grant trustees have' agreed to deed to the
Campbell System Dry Farming association one section of
In addition n the hind, Mr. Donahue links for a
land
loan of $J,:,('h
three years to assist in establishing
.uid carrying on the farm. For this money his company
agrees to pay u per cent interest. (The money has since
'''" ' i:ed ft. in the First National bank of J.as Vega.
i
indorsing Mr. Donahue's note),
l iy
far. nil:,' gives infinite promise to Las Vega.-- ,
'lie precipitation lure is ou an average almost nintet-in: ::
The character of the- soil is excellent. There is
Ian
ill abtiu.iatice.
Mr. Donahue did not represent that
dry hi tiling (,:- any other kind of farming could be made
siiec-.-stto re without steady industry and consider:! bie
r.
However, he is absolutely confident of the
tha: will f.iliow tin' application of the proper nieth-d';- It will be necessary to expend upon the demons' rala
from f'boini to fs'.iMMt. The Campbell cirtil-I- "
'";.:'.;. ;.e;--here
. to
the return of this amount from
th-;...ie'- - ,f the roil. its absolute faith in the out-me ir :,
t;,,. uiost encouraging features.
Mr. Donahue was decided on the point that the
small farm r of limited means could make a sitc- s of lie Can.pli.-lm. :!od of s;il culture.
He said the
whole question alter a, resolved itself into whether he
y
wa.-- . wilii.ig to i ( t o .1 i. mi
work the dirt. Given h:pi..w .and harrow arid the Campbell
any man of determination could succ eil on laud
such i.s that hereabout.
The
nt of the Canmbeil farm heiv V.1II
i. nan that tae faruieis who c nao in and buy the grant
v, i.l have Mi.
advantage! of observing the nppit.-aiicii oi an- moM m
me'hods. 'o t lie couiiiione
this farm will be an invaluable object lesson. Without
it, doubt less many fanners, w ho followed the Campbell
system carefully, would achieve success. With it, sue
Hut
cess ought to be
to the Marge majority.
if there was one li scn that the gentlman made plain, it
was that the careless, lazy, shiftless individual would
never make a tuccos ef dry farming.
i

.

Heads of Two Biggest
lishing Mouses in Albuquerque Today.

house.

iil

Conine ree

Spring Blouse

Pub-

mentary remarks heard at the close
of the matinee performance, and the 0
advance sale of seats, the evening
performance will draw a packed 0

Optic.

Las Vega

"8

The
of
performance
matinee
Honey's Hoys was largely attended,
the sehuols of the city closing at 2:30
o'clock, in order to allow the children
A to attend. Judging from the compli-
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the courts, the Interstate
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Horses
of

and

bought
changeu.

Mules

and

n rt
D.mKla.
!li.,.il A tt ail
DEST TURNOUTS IX THE CITY
of
Tribune icyc!rK
kinds. Before buying give us a call.
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenuea.
NOTICE.

Rerin,

1

Strong's Sons

STRONG BLOCK.

ex-

jia in purt'il to take panii s of any JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
niirnhi r to any point in tho mountains..
(hiring tho coming srnson, in my waK-Carries the United States maU;
i.nrtti', thf "MlniK'haha." at rcas. na-- , only liue with a change of stock ex
C
WAUDWKLL,
L.
bio rutes.
route: good rifs. horses and driven.
&J3 South Arno strivt. rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
.
o
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. Fof
t' me iii ami rtad tho t.xps. Prut's particulars, address W. L. Trlmtla
spwik louder than promises. Alhu Co., amenta, Albuquerque, N. M., or i
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.
qmrqiie Carriage Co.

W.

UNDERTAKERS
Falrriew
Superintendents
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and!

j

j

MONUMENTS
201 211 N.

A

ness.

Second St.. Both Phones,

Citizen want ad will get the
Try one.

jj

busi-

TUESDAY, APRIL

ALBUQUERQUE
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UNEARTH PISTOLS

ALBUQUERQUE BRICK

AGITATION FOR FIRE ESCAPES

AND TILE COMPANY

BEGINS TO BEAR FRUIT

EVENING CITIZEN,

PAGE FIVE.

0"00-0-

'SPRINKLE BABE

BURIED IN EARTH

ASHES

WITH

JUST RECEIVED

For Machinery Is in Between 0. W. Dobson and To Prevent Hirsute Growth.
Course cf Construction
Tony Garcia Homes-Sev- en
Zunis Leaving Foj AgrSouth of City.
Revolvers ft AIL
icultural Settlements.

House

Matter Brought to Notice, Through The Evening
Citizen, Discussed at Yesterday's Meet-

ing of City Council.
BUSINESS TRANSACTED

OF THE

FILL REPORT

SAMPLES ARE

Eider for the appointment of f.n assistant healf.i inspector, went over
to the next meeting of the city council. Dr. Elder con"""- - ,hat the people refute to obey im in every instance, and that a regular official
to see that the
quarter and heard the same adopted whose duty it will be regulations
are
and garbage
and warrants ordered drawn in pay- sanitary to,
is necessary for the enadhered
ment then of.
It was a hie bunch of Mils that the forcement ol such regulations.
Alderman Walker asked that bills
alderman handed in, so largo In fact.
Ihat the mayor and every member ol of Alexander Fatte and City Engineer
the council present were willing to Ross for services rendered in mak-Irust to Mr. lif eld's integrity that they ing an expert report on what an aawere ell right. The weather was too e(,uate sewer system for the city
pleasant on the outside to remain in would cost, be allowed.
City Clorit Lee's stuffy efflce and listen
A minor amendment to the city or
to the reading of a lot of dry bills, and dinance
governing
elections was
'
paid
they were adopted and ordered
placed on its second reading.
were
without bein read. But they
Ordinance No. 342 amending city
not all dty. One was for the water ordinance No. 110, providing for a
company, and called for 11,390.
fireman, whose duty it will be to see
Reports.
all alarm boxes of the city are
The treasurer's report showed a that
in good order, was passed
balance on April 1 of $11,923.12, which
Alderman Harrison read a petition
is about $1,000 less than what the city from people living on North Eighth
had on hand March 1.
street, asking
the opening of an
Building Inspector Whitconib's re- alley way fromforMountain
road south
port for March, follows;
between Seventh and Eighth streets.
Number of building permits issued, The matter was referred to the street
25; valuation of construction,
committee.
plumbing and drain laying perNow for Fire Escapes.
inspection. 18;
mits. 32; electrical
That the agitation of the need of
permits for opening Etreets and alfire escapes on many of the larger
leys, 15.
The following report was made by buildings of the city, started by The
Evening Citizen some weeks ago, is
the city clerk:
Licenses collected, $120; cow in bearing fruit. Is evident from the ap
spection fees, $93.50; dog licenses col pearance before the council yesterday
lected, $1; ordinances sold, fj.&u; afternoon of Attorney Felix Baca, who
represents property owners, l ne at
paid treasurer, $227.
The city chemist reported that me torney stated that, his clients were
milk at nine dairies had been inspect- ready to comply with the ordinance
ed and in each inbtauce It was found governing the matter, passed by the
to be up to the standard required by council two weeks ago, but he found
that the hardware companies of the
the city.
City Attorney Hickey introduced city were not prepared ts furnish ma
two bills, one for $7.50, which he had terial out of which fire escapes might
"The hardware peo
paid out as sheriff's fees in the case be constructed.
of Policeman Wagner, who Tiad been ple have no such material in stock
arrested for assaulting a man while said Mr. Baca, "and then the or
acting in the capacity of a city off- dinance is silent on what kind of mar
was terial should he used. The ordinance
icer, and another for $8, which
paid by him to Eslavio Vigil for work does not specify the Kind of fire es
be placed on he
six men had done in cleaning an capes that
acequla north of the city. The city various kinds of buildings."
attorney asked U be reimbursed, and
A discussion on the feebleness of
was, on a motion made by Alderman the ordinance, bearing on fire es
capes to cover thr situation, followed
Hanley.
or
it was decided that another
A bill contracted by the city attor-ianney with Herbert Romero, who fur dinance would le necessary. The
nished four lists of taxpayers of pre- matter was dropped for the time be
cincts 12 and 2t, for reference to in ins, with the understanding that to a
the city election, was referred to the great extent, the kind of 'fire escape
to be adequate to the various buildfinance committee.
The clerk read a communication ings of the city should be left to the
from the Water Supply company, discretion of the building inspector
withdrawing the request made some j and fire chief
nu ioiieu-wate- r
time ago for an extension of the comAldermen vwiKerson
pany's franchise.
were tho only members of the
City Physician council not present.
A request made
sUh rf relief (scared Alaertnau
mis IiiVhl yesterday as in his last
official act as" chairman of the finance
eommit'ce of the retiring city council
ho tendered his final report, rn claims
and accidents for bills of the last
A

$41,-r.7-

d

BERNALILLO COUNTY
DISTRICT COURT
COMMERCIAL CLUB

MEETING OF THE

FOUND THAT DURAN AND
VIGIL USED BAYONET ONLY IN

'JURY

CALLED
FOR TONIGHT
WILL
DISCUSS ENLARGING OF WOOLEN MILLS FARMERS TO EE INVITED.

SELF-DEFENS-

ME

BEST OF CRICK THEORIES

THE FIND WORK

CONCERNING

en the main building of the
While playing In the yard between
Albuquerque Pressed Brick & Tile their home at not; West Tijeras ave(xv, which may be seen going up just nue, and the home of E. W. Dobson.
to the right of the low, r end of the attorney at law, !'02 WVst Tijeras ave
local Santa Fe yards, has reached the nue, the children of Tony Garcia un
second story and Is still goiir sky earthed seven revolvers that had ap
ward. When completed U will be parently been buried some ten or a
three stories high. The foundation dozen years, perhaps longer.
dimensions are 32x32 feet. The initial
The levolvers. three of whicn were
structure will be frame in the rough, of the large, "blue barreled" variety,
which will be veneered later on by two small Smith & Wesson, and two
Wrick manufactured by the machinery of the small
bulldog variety, were
that it is soon to house. This machin corroded with rust and the handles
ery has been shipped from St. Louis on the larger revolvers were eaten
so long ago that lis arrival here Is ex- - away, only the steed frame remaining.
p.cted momentarily.
One of the pistols had a brass hanThe shale grinders and three presses dle, which, according tJ several genwlil occupy the first floor of the tlemen versed in fire arms. Is of a debuilding, the mixers and screens the cidedly ancient pattern.
second and on the third floor of the
The pistols were found buried be
building will be the I Jconiotorlum of neath the line fence between the
a large elevator, which will ply be- homes of Attorney Dobson and Tony
tween the three floors, conveying raw Garcia. The boys had been digging
material up and the finished product around in the yard, playing, when
down. The new company expects to their digging Instruments unearthed
have some of the latter on the market the pistols, buried lust beneath the
In the near future.
surface of the earth. Chief or Po
Just what this finished product is lice McMillin was notified and. securto be may be judged from samples of ing the pistols, t?ok them to headtiling manufactured from the AlgD- - quarters, where they are now on exdones shales by the Chicago Brick hibition.
Manufacturing company. Pieces of
Several therr'r? hsve been' adthe shale and samples of the same vanced since the finding of the re
cloy and sand that will be .used by volvers to account for their presence
the Albuquerque company were for- there, but it la probable that the exact
warded to Chicago for the purpose reason why they were buried there
of making tests. These samples con will never be known.
stitute several different qualities of The most plausible theory advanced
tile. Pure white, buff, mottled and so far Is that the pistols found are a
red tints are the most striking colors part of the loot secured by burglars
so far obtained by the blending of in 1893, who robbed the Post Hardclay and shale, and the hardness and ware company of forty-eigh- t
revolvers,
durability is also governed to a large none of which were ever recovered
extent by the mixture of Ingredients or the robbers apprehended.
Each of the samples have a clear ring
Another theory advanced Is that the
or clink to them, and those composed pistols found are a part of the loot of
of the larger proportion of shale are some burglar who, after hiding them,
the best in quality, showing a smooth before the Dobson home was built, was
bright surface and clear color. It Is afterwards
caught and convicted,
doubtful if a quality of brick can be maybe now being In the penhentiary
found anywhere in the country bet- at Santa Fe.
ter than these seem to be.
Whatever the theory, the fact reAnother thing of interest to toe mains that the pistols found have long
large number :f people interested In since passed out of the vale of use
the new brick company, is that there fulness, being so corroded with rus,t
is no more of the company's stock to and eaten away, as to be merely the
be had on the open market, which is skeletons of once respectable revol
evidence that the company now lias vers.
all the money necessary to 'i;u-e it on
a
basis.
Y. M. C. A. MEETING

T.

"The Zunls are Just leaving the pueblos for their summer homes in the
farming districts, where they will remain, tilling the so.'i and harvesting
the crors until the fall. There are
three main agricultural settlements to
which the Indians make their spring
pilgrimages, namely. Nutria, twenty-fivmiles west of Zunl; Pescada, twenty miles east, and OJo Callente, eighteen miles south.
;
"At these different places the Zunls
will remain, working away, until July,
when they return to the pueblo to
celebrate their annual rain prayer and
ceremonial dance, after which they
will again return to the agricultural
settlements and remain until the late
fall. Thus you see the heads of families In the tribes virtually maintain
two establishments, one at the farming settlement and another in the pueblo."
Speaking of the outlo k for a pros
perous year for the Indians, Strperln
tendeut Alien Ftated that the prospect
was never brighter; the heavy snows
that fell during the winter, together
with the abundant amount of rainfall
has assured plenty of moisture In the
soil, and as a result the land in the
naturally fertile valley and lowlands
was uever in a more promising coa
dltlon.
Mr. Allen stated that the w.trk ou
the Zunl dam would be resumed In
short time, and that J. Ii. Harper, of
Durango, Colo., superintendent of Ir
rigation for the Indians, was expected
to arrive at Zunl Immediately, with
several hundred Indians who would
be put to work upon the dam. It is
about half finished now and will take
from twelve to sixteen months to
complete.
The Black Rock Agency school, the
buildings or which have been completed only a few weeks. Is said to
be one of the most modern schools in
the service. The buildings are of na
tive stone, of handsome architectural
design, and will accommodate from
sixty to seventy-fiv- e
pupils.
During his recent trip Superintend
ent Allen said that "no discovered a
curious custom practiced among the
Zunls to prevent the growth of hair
on the face or chest, of which growth
they have a superstitious horrar.
"To prevent this hirsute grow th."
said Mr. Allen, "tho Indians take their
infants, shortly after the child Is born,!
and sprinkle its face and chest with
damp ashes, leaving them on the body
until in some cases, the skin even
comes off. The lye In the ashes destroys the roots of the hair and the
child is thus assured of being free
from hirsute yrowth. In rare instances
the babe has been killed In the pro
cess, but this has not had the effec
of preventing the practice."

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

HELD LAST NIGHT

CITY BUSINESS MEN

Mb ert F&her

3

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

4

0

BEAUTIFUL LAWNS..

S

Are the pride of the home and the charm of the city. We have the kind
of lawn supplies that will keep your lawn fresh and preen.
. r; j

Shovels
ti'jJ Hes
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WV
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25c and up
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Lawn Settees
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103(

....$2.60

A compete line of Nozzles,
Sprinklers and Hose Menders.
OFFICIAL GARBAGE CANS...

'j

'JS

mwr4

1

II II

Delivered to any part of city.
118

AVENUE

GOLD

J. W. MASTERS

Colo.,

Phone

6768

HOME SUPPLY COMPANY

THERE WON'T BE NO BUTT
For the "kid" who apes his elders in
fondness for smoking, If the clgac
smoked Is a "Wlhlte Lily. You see the
"White Lily is so good all the way,
through, clear to the last half-ir??- ,
that Its smoker Is loath to throw oca
that little bit of fine,
i- hacco away. Try a White Lily
you'll know yourself.
free-burn-

MUCH ENTHUSIASM DISPLAYED
MOVEMENT RECEIVES HEARTY
HEAVY SNOW AT WILLIAMS AND
GENERAL OR
ENDORSEMENT
A
GANIZER TO ASSIST.
REMARKABLY
FLAGSTAFF
SEASON
ABOUT
FINE STOCK
meeting held by
At last night's
MAJOR SAWYER.
those interested in the forming in this
citv of a Y. M. C. A., about seventy- A just returned Albuquerque busi- five were present, among them being
ness man says that on Saturday and some of the leading citizens and busi
Sunday last. Flagstaff and Williams, ness men, who have Interested them
Ariz., experienced an unprecedentedly selves In the movement.
severe stiaw storm. ,.Tho San FranIt was decided to ask for an orcisco mountains ho said, were one ganizer from the headquarters of the
mass of snow a condition unheard Voutig Men's Christian Association to Caught Cold While Hunting a
of at this time of year.
The precip- come to Albuquerque and assist in the
j$
lar.
itation in northeastern Arizona dur- work of organization.
'
ing the last six months, has been
K. A. Ualdwitf, who was chairman of cial constable at Chaploau. Ontario,
heavier than ever before known dur- the meeting held last night in tho Pub- says: "1 caught a severe cold while)
ing the same length of time.
lic Library building, stated that the hunting a liurKlar In the forest s'.vamp
The Saginaw Lumber company, of movement was meeting with hearty last fall. Hearing of Chuinh'jrlaln s
Williams, the plant of which has been support from the Imsincas men cf the. Cough Remedy, I triad it, and after
closed down
for .the last three montns.e city, and that It was the present in- lining two small Ixmles.
was com... .
...oi
,r.i.
ui resume upeiaiiuus on uic lom
Mention to secure a siore room, tit it pletely cured."
This remedy is ln-- 1
rormer
montn,
witn double Its
tais
up as wtll as possible with the funds (tnlrHl especially
for coughs and
capacity. It will employ some D0o or on hand, and let the matter of a "V" colds. It will loosen and relieve a
em?uo men. its box factory alonr
building go until some future date, severe cold In less time than by any
ploying 200 men.
when funds and membership would other treatment and is a favorite
Ail the dams at Winslow the rail- justify such a step.
wherever its superior excellence has
road, the mill and the town are overAnother meeting, which will be in become known. For sale by all drugflowing with water, with promise of the nature of a mass meeting is to gists.
abundant supply during the entire be called in the m ar future, at which
season.
"Roney's Boys."
time it is expected the work of actual
It is currently reported that the and permanent organization will be "Only in dreams I've listened
Santa Fe Pacific will build a Harvey accomplished.
To the music of the spheres.
eating house in the place of the one
And harpB and songs of angels
burned down at Ash Fork, about one
The! voices of happy tears;
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
mile below that place. The purpose
fancy
But now my prison-cinis to eliminate the disreputable
Has an earnest of their joys,
fluences and surroundings which charMetal Market.
I've heard the earthly cherubs,
acterized the Ash Fork location, prior
New York'. April 1". heal
and
That are christened "Roney's Boys."
to the fire.
copper, fcteady; unchanged.
Hear them at the Elks' theater to-
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Jl RICHARDS

A.

113ta WEST

The St. Elmo
it JOSEPH
BARNETT, Prop'r.
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CLUB ROOMS

Empress flour is chosen. It ia so
good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The beat
bread makers use It for that Terr
reason.

Pwiff-

'

-

f
I

j

M. BERGmCr
Wholesale Agent,
114 West Copper Ave.
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ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB

OLD

ELKS' THEATRE

AUSTRIAN

0

s

STORMING?

GUESTS UNANNOUNCED?
The Telephone
orders
extra supplies.

TOO TIRED TO GO?

HUSBAND DETAINED?
He can Telephone.

Use the Telephone,
YOU

SINGERS.
Under auspices of
HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASS'N.
Matinee
Evening Concert

BOY

25e
50c and 75c
oi: sale at Matson's

l:

iirsXIBrsffvjrvKSHXKNirslS!x..
OPPORTUNITY
For saving in your
woi
is found in the use of
AN

iv

LOOSE LEAF DEVICES
and Klzi's made' in
A'.l
own shop.
We elm rule- - ami finish any
l..i:d of special forms.
A.- i. ;. see our STATKMKNT
l.FlniFR SYSTKM, for retail
"It's a winner."
ii" :i !:.i',

t.

M.S. Lithgow&Co.
1IOO K

117 Gold Avenue

IT HELPS THE HOUSEWIFE?
Shop by Telephone.

Price ..

CHINA

ooioooeooocco a oooooooeooo
0

MARVELOUS

J

BUILDING.

& GO. ,

BORRADAILE

lei's

CATHEDRAL

Furniture and Crockery

APRIL 10th

TUESDAY,

.

;

SAMPLE AND

West Railroad Avenue

IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most Important of all; that
is me selection of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about this If

HOUSE ROLLS.
Parker House rolls fresh every day.
Ieave orders and will deliver. 711
North Twelfth street.

.

s-

?

PARKER

!.-

ih;-:u-

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

THE FIRST LESSON

b--

s

i

night.

7r.

:

Fines! Whiskies

Fr
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AVENUE.
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After a tedious trial lasting the
greater part of the day, the case of
A meeting of the .director,; of the S. Duran and Candido Vigil, indicted
Albuquerque Commercial club is call- tar assault with a deadly weapon,ed for trnight at 8 o'clock, at which went to the jury at C o'clock last eynat me jaiy nan irouuie m
time matters of importance, some of ening.
which have been before the club the; agreeing is evident from tho fact that
past few weeks, will be discussed and a sealed verdict was not forthcoming
un,il S:3" 'clo''k last night. This
action taken thereon.
was found this morning to
!n all probability the matter of en-- ! vf1
the verdict of not
the Rio Grande woolen mills, T'it the defendants,
'"'lug specified. The evidence
which are scheduled to open on May
1. will be taken up.
It is the inten-- ! showed that the defendants were on
tion t start work on tho addition to their way aome from drill ng, as meni-th- e
mills at once, provided the plan u,,rs of the Old Town militia, when
now under way do not miscarry. The they were set upon by a crowd of
mills will afford employment to 250 drunken rowdies. They used theirtn ctort with on,i o ta nvr.prto,! muskets with telling effect, in selftn Increase this number as ranidlv as defense, according to the verdict, as
it became evident, in the trial that
the output of the mills and the ma the
Since the suicide of Agent Coyne
prosecuting witness, NasarioMon-toy- a,
chinery can be enlarged.
Seligman, who was charged with
St. Louis Wool.
At tonight s meeting the members nef- was slightly wounded by a bayo- at
embezzling the funds cf the company,
- thrust.
St. Louis, Mo., April M.-- )-' Wrxil mar- of the club will also take action on
Klock & Owen defended Duran and there has beeu issued an order "cansteady and unchanged.
the matter of extending to the farm- Vigil.
ning" all employe's who frequent saers of the Rio Grande valley, sur
The court next took up the case of loons where gambling games are run.
Nsw York Monty Market.
rounding Albuquerque, an invitation
"Speedy" Thurston, a well known
New York. April lc 'doney on call,
m.i.uuu,
wuiu
to be present April 18. and hear thei,ueyoung
boy, charged with assau.t sporting man of Winslow, Is confined
I5fr2j cr c r.: prime merwtnm f Prnf t .1 Vemnn th irri- - a
r cent.
Bar
gation expert of the Agricultural and win a ,?ad,1,y wfan0" upon one Cor with smallpox at the home of Dick cantile paper, 5'sf ii
his employer. Thurston
CT,,3't,C.
Mechanical college at MesMlla Park, nelius Gabaldon last November. From liauerbach,
was about, to, be conveyed to the pest
who will speak to the members of the evidence, it appeared that Gabalcon- house, when the doctors gave their
Chicago Live Stock. .
Hie Commercial club on the evening don had, without the defendant's
away, which opinion that he was affected by the
Chicago, April M. (V;le Receipt,
f that date, on irrigation by pumping, sent, ridden his horse
the defendant, who, while in- Ioa'hsome plague, but Dick would not 4,mmi; market s'oady and slow;
and as the farmer fs the man who is angered
used abusive language to- have it so. Thurston was taken to beeves, $I5iti.30; cow- - and heifers,
most vitally interested in the subject toxicated,
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K.vAilen. superintendent of the
local Indian school, returned last evening from a trip to Zuni and other pueblos in the adjacent vicinity. Speaking of the Indians. Mr. Allen ald:
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Grand Central Hotel

With Woman's Exchange.
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Fourth St. and R. R. Ave.
typeAll kinds eif
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paired,
and re built.
Agents fer I'nderweod Typewriters. Always u, K'jeid Mock on
hand from which to choose. Typewriter Uibbeins a specialty.
O. S. RAMSAY.
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Large, Airy Rooms.
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MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,

Proprietor,
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HOPE FOR 1908 AND SAFE AND SANE FELLERS AND RAD
ICALS ARE WHOOPING IT UP ERYAN WILL COME BACK PRET.
TY NEARLY THE LEADER
PARKER'S TRIP AND HEARST.

1908 will be

height of folly to dose the
with internal medicines to
cure nasal catarrh. It cannot be cured
except the catarrhal germs tliat are
priHcnf In the nose, throat and lungs
have first been killed.
The southing air of Hyomel heals
the smariir.g and raw membrane of
the air nassaees in the nose, throat
and lungs, kills off the catarrhal
germs and ride the system of the last;
traces of catarrh.
The complete Hyomel outfit consists
of a hard rubber inhaler, which can
lie carried in the purse or vest pocket,
a medicine dropper, and a loUle
of
Hyomel. and costs only cne dollar,
while extra- - bottles can be obtained
for fifty cents.
.1. H.'O'Kielly & Co. positively guarantee a cure when Hyomel is used in
accordance with the simple directions
on the package, or they will refund
the money. This certainly shows
their faith and belief in the virtues of
Hyoniei.
It is tl

.Tohn Baker, a
and well- appearing miner, but of whom little Is
know n, came to his death In fln accl-dental way In the Mormon Girl mine,
twenty or thirty miles north of Phoe--j
nix. about. 11 o'clock Friday night,,
says the Phoenix Republican.
A round of shots ?iad been flreiT
w here Baker was working during the
early part of the night and seemingly
he returned to the l:cality before con- ditions had settled, or he w as careless
In making Ills entrance and did not
carefully examine the roof of thei
chamber. As he stooped over the lo-- I
cation of the shots, evidently trying!
to examine the result of their work, a
huge rock fell from the rocf, striking
him on the back and crushing him to
unconsciousness. He was taken out of
the mine, but only lived about an hour.
The coroner was summoned and an
was held, the verdict or the jury
o
exor. rating the company front blame.
The body was brought to the city
Chamberlain's Salve is good for
r '"terr.oon and the funeral will any disease of the skin. It allays tne
inbe held this afternoon at the parlors Itching and burning
sensation
of MeiriniDu & Moor- -.
stantly. For sale by all druggists.
Mr. i:akf r was highly spoken of by
those with whom he was working, AGEKED FATHER FORthou h be liad only been employed at
GIVES CUPID'S MISCHIEF
the Mormon Girl ; ince April 1. and
none f his associates seemed to know
It Is sup-- !
a gf it deal .about him.
Having been married tw'ce, first by
posed .rnm what he said that he wentj a justice of the peace, and second by
to the Mormon Girl mine from the a Catholic priest, and forgiven by
Woolly mine in Pinal county, and It! the bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs. W.
the! F. Murray, whose marriage created
Is quite likely that he did, as
Woolly mine closed down a few days o.uito a sUr in Socorro's quiet social
ago, presumably laying off a number r"alui last week, passed through the
o'f men. It is'nlso said of him that city this morning en route to Denver,
he served as a vclunteer In the Span-- ; whero the groom is taking his bride
war, having enlisted in to iive.
Utah. Among his effects there w as
The future l'oked extremely happy
nothing found that indicated
the to them. Mr. Murray, who has been
whereabouts of bis relatives if he had a student of the School of Mines, has
any. He was about 35 years old and seemed a position as mssistant to the
weighed about 175 pounds.
chief engineer of the Victor Fuel company, of which company his father is
ARIZONA MURDERER
general manager.
WILL NOT HANG.
Governor Kibbey has commuted the; Heavy, impure blood makes a mudsentence of Teodora Ellas, now con-- ' dy, pimply complexion, head ache,
fined In the Pima county, Arizona, Jail nausea, indigestion. Thin blood makes
under condemnation of death, to liTei you weak, pale, sickly. Burdock
imprisonment in tho territorial pein-- i Blood Bitters makes the blood rich,
tentlary. This is one of the most in- - red, pure restores perfect health.
well-like-

d

1

When there is an "Amateur Night" at Vaudeville Theaters, the aspirants who don't make good are admonished in an efficacious manner. A
"Hum Turn" Ts Interrupted by a large 'hrok at the end of a long polo that
steal3 out from the proscenium wall, encircles the luckless performer's
neck and draws him gently but firmly out of view. Los Angeles hag a law
that does the same thing for city officials who are found wanting.
mare alert and less technical than of votes, whether it bo the Incumbent
investigations by district attorneys or some other candidate, la entitled
and that in it, lies a powerful weapon immediately to the office.
against graft and special privileges.
After three years' trial, the 'recall"
bears the aspect of a permanent InThe "Recall"' Explained.
stitution.
By W. C. Mathews,
Public sentiment regarding It may
be described thus:
It commands the
City Attorney of Los Angeles.
The "recall" Is essentially an Am- support of the great majority of citizens who want nothing from the city
upon the
erican measure, bas-cand
idea that a public officer Is a government except efficiency
nothing from the officials except fiservant of the people.
The machinery of the "recall" Is delity to duty. On tho other hand, it
very simple. Upon the presentation Is opposed and hated by professional
of a petition for tho removal of an politicians and by thoso corporate Inofficial, signed by electors entitled to terests which are habitually seeking
vote for his successor equal In num- special concessions at the hands of
ber to 25 per cent of the total vote plinnt officials.
for the office at the last preceding
The chief value of the "recall" is
general election, the council shall, in its moral effect. It tends to strengthwithin thirty days, call a special elec- en ihe officeholders against unrightetion. At this election the name of ous Importunities and to deter him
the incumbent must be submitted to from doing what he thinks the public
the electors, unless he requests other- will disapprove. At the samo time, It
wise, and other candidates nominated imposes on the citizen a sense of conby petition may be voted for. The stant responsibility for the conduct
person receiving the highest numlier of his servants in office, whose derelic- Tund-sment-

NO UP

official mouthpiece of the Wall street
He is the spokesman of
interests.
th. se men of the business world who
fear radicAl political movements. He

i

BAKER, A MINER, KILLED
BY A FALLING ROCK.

JOHN

IS

THERE'S

i,

j

meeting, gave all the facts to the people and the recall movement failed.
In Lob Angeles, during Us recall
election, the corporations spent money
freely to back the Incumbent. He
was thrown cut by a vote of 2 to 1.
Then the matter was carried Into the
courts. No decision was reached until after the term 'had expired, the
successful candidate at the polls serving in the meantime. Then the court
decided that the recall election was
void because of a technical defect In
the preliminary steps. It avoided a
decision on the question of the constitutionality.
Los Angeles believes in the recall.
It believes that public conscience Is

te

10, 1906.

OLD GIRL DEMOCRACY

Washington, T). C, April lo. That
a democratic year Is the
genuine and inspiring conviction which
has started all this talk about presidential possibilities and candidates.
Democrats who are happily convinced that Tnoorodore Roosevelt will
stick to his pledge and not take a
third term are sure mat the suntrac-HoGUARANTEED BY J. H.
of Roosevelt will leave the reO'RIELLY & CO. publican party as a cipher on the surCRUSHED TO DEATH
face of oblivion. They say Roosevelt
Simple Way to Cure Catarrh by Hyo-mcIN THE MORMON GIRL
Without Stomach Dosing.
,

al.-o-

W. B. MATHEWS.

brought out, and one of the lest-- j
known cases through the facts of the
murder. The victim was William
Katrenstein, a Tucson policeman. He
bad lived fn Arizona n long time, was
well lenown and respected and bad ft
nice family. The. killing occurred
while he was In the discharge of his
duty, trying to preserve the peace,
it did not appear that he was the
espei liil enemy or the murdert r or that
there had been any unusual occasion
for Kilns to demonstrate
his spite.
Klias was a mere boy, scarcely ou
libi
tetns,
of
and it was that of a degenerate, one whose habits were bad
and whose valuation on human life
was low. Nevertheless, he had influential friends, who, appreciating his
mental and physical weakness, sought
make his punishment as light ns
possible, while admitting his cruelty
and out rageousness of his offense.

work and shape their course witu an
eye single to tae Interests of the community need have no fear of the recall." tho machinery of w hich i so adjusted as not to be easily net in operation except in cas 's of real delinquency. The criminal law prescribes
peiinli'ieit
grnf'lng n'l corruptlcn
in public office, but affords no corrective for act? r ornmlslnns 'n the
which, without
by
pint, of officials
committing a crim. thev forfeit the
For
confluence' or their constituents.
recall" supplies a
t.:c
such ca
lot I, :; : anil ( flVr'ivo retl: ry.
AMael;
'h"
have been made IIP-'of the "recall." but
question ha
n i O'vt di cisl'oti on
been rendered by the supreme court.
the
Citie-which hk'v c ntemplate
adoption ef similar provisions should
i n i;io
careful in framing the law, in
order that lezal obstacles may not be
i ucount err d In Its application.

fr

Los Angeles. Cal.. April 10. The old
adage tliiit an efllre'.iolder x ldom dies'
and novcr icsUns has no terrors for!
this city. It has a law which allows
It to take out a delinquent public
oftlcial.
Los Angeles does not. have
to Buffer In silence uniting for the!
man's term t end. The law Is termed
the "recall," and it is employed to
rerall an officeholder to private life.
Log Angeles has had the "recall"
for three years and has had to use 1'
lut cure. Machine politicians and the
franchise grnhblers alike hate it.
Other cities already have adopted the
Idea. City Attorney W. 1!. Mathews
Is responsl'de fer Its presence in the
chard r. The people vo'ed it in at Ills
reeonir.ier.d.ii Ion. He is now nerving
his th;il icrm. haing been renjinlnai-- !
cd frr it hv the repiii lican. democratic, prohibition ar.i Micial demo- cratic partita.
At Pasadena, where the "recall" lias
.
a vair. effort was
fcetn ndopted
made to use ft ns a club by the water
companies. The people favor muni- clpal owni rshlp. T!ie companies want
an enormous figure and w ish to Ignore
n;tne legal obstacles to u pale. They
started a "recall" against the mayor,
accusing him of blocking municipal
control of the water plant. Then
Mayor Waterhousa called a mass
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Hons need not and should not. under terostlng murder eases that, ever came
Wore the territorial authorities by
tho "recall" bo endured.
of peculiar circumstances
Municipal officers who do t li ir reason

HOW A LAW WORKS IN LOS
ANGELES WHICH PERMITS

"THE RECALL

CITiZEX.

EVKN'IXO

I

Parker Is Recognized as the
Official Mouthpiece of Wall Street,
is the tool of those men who seek to

have two conservatives parties, and to
control both in the interests of special
and corrupt legislation.
The candidate whom 'he seeks for the democ- -

gggg?

Democratic Picture of the Republican Party,
is all there Is of the party today. Taive
him away, and it becomes the party
of the corrupt trusts a reminiscence
of Hanna and campaign debauchery.
Take away Roosevelt and the republican party is as easy to beat as a tied
punching bag In a gymnasium.
William Jennings Bryan is the most
looming candidate for the democratic
candidate for the democratic nomination to be seen from this point of
Men in the senate and house
view.
whose voices are lieard in the councils
of their party think that Bryan will
A

Safe and Sane,
racy is the candidate who would no
subject to the control of Wall street.
Parker and his adherents are opposed
to Roosevelt or to any man who stands
for what Roosevelt stands for.
The captains or industry are on a
lonely rock. About them is a sea of

antitrust,

anti-slaver-

g

that they stand

It is little wonder that
ii!) ;'.ia wail for help.

yes-Urd-

j

Judge

Bryan Is Comiug Into His Own.
come back from his trip around the
world as the ciampion of municipal
ownership, railway regulation, public
ownership of public utilities and pre-- !
pared to step into lis former position
of party leadership. In short, they believe that Bryan is coming into his
own.
The' purpose of Alton B.

recent

t rip

Parker's

through the south and his
effort to arouse the southern denio-- i
crats to choose a candidate is found in
the tear of roaring Bill Hearst.
,
Parker is recognized here as the

for.

they have sent

The fear that V illlani Randolph
Hearst will succeed in capturing the
democratic nomination for the presidency Is reflected in a
ways
here in Washington. It Is baaed u
Hearst's ability to put the two old
party candidates to their best efforts
in New York to keep him out of the
mayorality. They see how the most
radical candidates have won in Chicago, In the Ohio campaign, in Philadelphia and everywhere the issue has
been squarely made.
Already most
active steps are being taken to reviv
the conservative organization of tnw
throughout
democratic party
the
country the organization which was
brought into existence to nominate
Parker with a view to heading off
any movement which might result in
the nomination of Hearst or any other
l
candidate.
ultra-radica-

ENFORCING SPITTING
ORDINANCE AT LAS VEGAS.

determined that the nuisance shall be
stopped. Every offender caught will
William Johnson was arrested Sat- - be arrested and prosecuted, irrespecurday for spitting on the floor of the, tive of person.
post office and taken
before Judge
For a mild, easy action of the bowBope, says the Las Vegas Optic. He
plead guilty to the offense and was els, a single dose of Doan's Regulets
give-the usual fine and costs. This Is enough. Treatment cures habitual
25 cents a box.
Ask
is the eighth arrest in thirty days for constipation.
this offense and the authorities have your druggist for them.
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POSSESSES

WHATEVER

Family SWedicine
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BIT

REAL

15

ALWAYS

Is Complete Wtfstlmut

Chest

66

1111
Sanad&ra 99

La

At last we have amongst uo and within our reach a medicine on which we can rely for relief from the ma.iy maladies and afflictions of life.
LA SANADORA Is a medicine that don't kill pain temporarily, but it cure and heals, restoring you to perfect health whenever you have the misfortune to be sick. Immediately after its use, be it external or internal,
relief is received, as has often been proven.
Whoever uses LA SANADORA is not making a guess nor an experiment, but will get well and :e cured with a safe, sure and excellent medicine. You may be inexperienced in Its use, but it is very simple in its appli'
cation and sure In Its effects.
With each bottle of LA SANADORA you will find a book of Instructions.
Read it and don't fear that your time has been wasted, as, when disease afflicts you, you will know how to use this great medicine, and have
'the satisfaction of knowing it has saved you.
In summer diarlo winter we are troubled with coughs, colds, and many other painful afflictions peculiar to cold weather. Positive relief and a 'sure recovery to health will be found in the use of LA SANADORA.
rhoea, colic and many other
afflictions trouble old and young. LA SANADORA is an infallible cure.
This Infallible medicine cures: Rheumatism, Sprains, Contusions, Scratches, Headache, Sore Throat, Coughs, Stings, of insects and Reptile Bites, Contraction of the Muscles and Tendons, Stiff Joints, 'Pain in the
Breast and Back, Lumbago, Kidney Trouble, Neuralgia, Toothache, Sore Nipples, Burns, Earache, Catarrh, Fever, Chills, Colic, Cholera, Piles, Pain in the Gums, Itching, and all painful afflictions.
For sale at all drug
stores. PRICE, 35 cents a bottle.
gastro-intestin-

AFTER "LA SANADORA"

Territory of New

HAS BEEN USED

Mexico,

County of San Miguel.
I, Juan Ignaclo Baca, do hereby
make this declaration under oath:
For the period of three years I had
been afflicted Ly Malaria Fever, and
my sufferings were such that I was
unable to do any kind of work, or attend to my business. 1 procured and
used many patent medicines without
deriving from any of them any benefit to my health, and having lost all
hope of recovering my health. It was
my good fortune to meet the excellent
good lady, Mrs. Emille M. de Delgado,
of this city, who kindly recommended
to me 'he
f "Ia Sanadora" for
my case, t n she herself gave me the
medicine according to directions, and
ii resulted in a complete restoration
of my lost health. After three days
that I had been using the medicine, 1
fell bj well that thereafter my energy
to move returned and my health is
excellent. 1 always keep at home this
wonderful medicine, and it Is a great
sat l.sf action to mo to know that Its
use in any kind of similar diseases
shall always prcve a blessing. And I
reconuni nd to all persons suffering to
avail themselves of tnis medicine, assuring them that they will find the
desired relief.
JUAN IGNACIO BACA.
The above was made under oath
this 19lh day of January, A. 1. l'jtn,
u.-- l1

at Ias Vegas,
witness.

N. M., liefore ,me as a

J.

P. CONKUN.

Territory of New Mexico,
County of .Lincoln.
I, Millard F. Davidson, make this
statement under oath for tho benefit
of all sufferers as I have suffered.
This present winter I caught a bad
cold and had pains In my chest and a
severe cough. I thought I was surely
going to have pneumonia. I tried different remedies, but none relieved the
puln or stopped the cough.
I heard
several people recommend
so tried it, and in less than two days
was well and able to attend to business. Since theu I have called others'
attention to- this remedy, and without
exception they have been cured. It
does what is claimed for It.
ra

years and have sought in vain for a
cure, both with doctors and prepared
medicines, blood purifiers, etc. Nothing seemed to do me good. I waa prevailed upon to try Sanadora some
threo months ugo, which I did and I
believe now I am completely cured.
When I began taking this medicine I
had breaking out on my body ana
sores, which have now entirely disappeared. I feel first rate and can recommend Sanadora to anyone who is
troubled as I have been.
SAMUEL.

M. V. DAVIDSON.

Subscribed to and sworn to before
me this 21st day of February, A. D.

i:oi

SIDNEY F. MATHEWS,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Lincoln, New Mexico, Feb. 21, 11M2.

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Lincoln.
This is to certify that I am a resident of the County of Lincoln, Territory of New Mexico; that I have
with jicrol'ula trouble for four

sur-feie- d

FAKMr.H.

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 12th day of February. A. 1). r.m2.
(Se-alSIDNEY F. MATHEWS,
Notary Public.
-

LA SANADORA

-

DRUG
Mr.

OF PEOPLE WITH GREAT SUCCESS, THE PRAISE OF THE WONDERFUL MEDICINE

BY THOUSANDS

CURES!

ONE OF MANY!

Hedges. Pan Diego Co., Cal.,
Romero Drug Company, I.as

.Pi!

12

V.

:is,

New Mexico.

Dar

Sir:
irh
wife has been afflicted
Rheumatism and Neuralgia for a l.mg
time, and before writing to you. she
r,.m.
had used a great many
edles without apparent bentfi'. Realizing the fact that unless she o!):.,:ned
re lief soon her disease would g, ; the
best of her and develop int.. S1,
thing more serious, I comnien,
U
for some reliaole retr.e ;y, ami
My

,

thanks to

God, I saw the advertise
ment of "Ia Sanadora" in one of our
Spanish papers and decidPd to give
your remedy a fair trial, which, I am
pleased to say, has proven satisfacv
tory,
"La Sanadora" has entirely cured
my wife of these diseases and she
now feels like a new woman. I can
truthfully say that "I-Sanadora"
has given her relief after all others
have failed. I feel so thankful for the
good "I.a Sanadora" has done for my
wife that I consider it my duty to add
my testimony to thai of otheis who
have been cured by your wonderful
remedy, ' I.a Sanadora." If any one
doults the truth of this statement, let
him or her write to me and I will tell
him or her Just what "I.a Sanadora"
has done for my wife.
Thanking you for your kindness, I
hemain.
Yours very trulv,
a

PROF. A. J. MONROY, M. A.

Deputy Clerk of the Supreme Court
of San Die'i County. Cal.
From The Optic, .lulv 27. 1003.
Juarez City.
Mexico,

o- -Si ate

Nov.

of Chihuahua-- .
23rd,

l'J03.

Romero Drug Co., has Vegas. N. M.
Gentlenu n: This letter Is for the
only puriofio ot Informing you of the
following facts:
Since the 7'!i or the present month
I have be. n Miffering from a very se

WHICH WE HEREWITH

vere cold, t; such an extent that for
I could not sleep, aunng
which time I tried different medicines
to etk relief but all in vain. Accidentally I noticed in one of the newspapers to which I am a subscriber, au
of your preparation.
advertisement
"I.a Sanadora," and having read tho
same carefully, I sent for a bottle of
that medicine, and as soon as I took
the first dos? according to directions
given. Instantly I felt great relief, the
fever and all pains I had been suffering having disappeared and I could
regain my sleep, having passed the
nii-hpleasantly, and today I ieel in
t
good spirits, having rcgainenl my usual
good health. As I cannot fully correspond the benefit received from the
effects of so invaluable a medicine, I
hasten u send you these lines as a
testimonial "for publication, recommending "I.a Sanadora" to all those
suffering from the efftcts of colds.
Yours verv trulv.
MEMTON CONCHA,
leader of the Chihuahua Hand.

'v, weeks

Lincoln. X. M., February 8. P)t2.
Territory cf New Mexico,
County of Lincoln.
I, Patricl i Miranda, a resident of
Lincoln, New Mexico, upon my oath,
muUe this the following statement:
Thai about the first of the year 1'JDI

Albuquerque and Las Vegas,
.

v

PUBLISH, BEAR

WITNESS TO ITS MERITS.

became sick with stomach trouble,
which soon run into diarrhoea anu
dysentery. I was treated by a doctor
here and also at Fort Stanton for
ight months at an expense of over
one hundred and fifty dollors. I also
tried a number of different patent
medicines, but got absolutely no relief.
My weight was reduced during this
lime from one hundred and sixty
pounds to one hundred and twenty
pounds, and I had got into such a reduced condition that I could nardiy
walk and could do no work at all. I
had lost all hope of ever being cured,
but upon the recommendation of Ara-golirs. & Co., doing business here,
I made a trial of Sanadora and used it.
as directed. The first bottle gave me
relief, and by the time I had used the
third bottle my stomach was well and
my diarrhoea had stopped, but I continued taking the medicine until I
used six bottles in all, and now can
say I am completely cured and have
gained back my regular weight.
I
fee-it my duty to testify to what Sanadora has done for me, and so make
i .lis
alliilavlt.
PATRICIO MIRANDA (X) His Mark.
Witness: U. H. MOELLER.
Subscribed and swrrn to before me
this Sth dav of February, A. I). 1902.
(Seal)
SIDNEY F. MATHEWS.
Notary PujIIc.
I
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in

to
tlio difference and pay In addition a penalty of 1 per cent per
nv.'nth for the, delay In complying with
the terms of the new law. The penalty
In 1he case of the Ch Intro & North-wo!framounted to $lnt;,14.
These heavy payment
of back
taxes from the railroads will po Into
primary
school fund. It i esth
timated that. th
uccrceate amount
w.ilrh will lie received by the schools
of the city of Detroit
will be
$sno,ii(i(, and schools throughout the
state wi'.I receive their due jroor-tion- .

p

n..Li

riiuiic favor

Ingrain Carpet, cotton chain,
from 4'C. up.
Inirrain Carpet, nil wool chain,
Ironi 70o up.
Brussels C'nrpi't, from Me tip.
I. arse stock of seasonable
poods, (lasollne Stoves, Uwn
Chairs, Tent?, Camp

(SI

day among

GREAT

Little Boys and Girls
Confirmed-Re- v.
Durante

Many

THIRD STREET

"eBaii

Meat Market

Kinds of Fresh and 8att Meats.
For paying the m:, ,X(S the rail 'OTHER LOCAL HAPPEMXGS TOLD
Steam Sausage Factory.
ronds have the remainder of April
EM L KLeTnwORT,
before the 1 per cent a month penalty;
M.isonic Dii!ld.iip, :ortn Third Street,
iii run asainst them.
For the pre-- Special Corre? pandonce:
vious yens since the ad val rem law
Bernalillo, N j.. April 7. This nas
went into effect tile pe nalty is already ilieen
a glorious day at. the Catholic
running.
'church in this town the day of Our
THE CELEBRATE!")
Lady of Sorrows. For the past three
MAYBE HE'S GONE ASTRAY.
days. Ilev. Durante, one of the Jesuit
Santa Fe Men Could Not Locate Trav- fathers of the old town of
que, was here, helping the children
eler With Deep Bass Voice.
of both the schools (the Sisters of
Either the young man In question Loretto and Christian Brothers). In
wan quite able to care for himself or their final preparations
and giving
he has gone ?stray. for the Santa Fe.them instructions for their first
The services for the past
at the depot were unable to n,un,on'
locate him yesterday morning, says three days were well attended by the
the Topeka State Journal, for the pur- - People of the Bernalillo parish, and at
Bottled In Bond.
ose of steering him in the straight 'he services today the church was
and narrow path toward California, as crowded to the doors. The Sisters of
girls to take
they were requested to do by the pas- - loretto had thirty-fiv- e
senper department which received the!,no,r firP communion, and from the
following letter from a solicitous Christian Brothers school there were
Distillers,
1(n novs- In "'e afternoon. Rev. Ft.
friend of the tiaveler:
FRANKFORT.
KT.
'
Jouvenceau,
new
priest
the
the
of
of this place, a young
man of ahout twenty-five- ,
dark com- - Parish, delivered a masterly sermong
plexlon, smoothly shaved and a gxxH to (ne young communicants, especl-stronMELINI & EAKIN
bas3 voice, will leave here Ft!- - a"v ,0 the hhoys.
dav mornine (earlv train), via St. Joel Tnp Rm Part f APril the county
Sola AfenU.
meetregular
commissioners
a
iaiiroa.1
held
and Santa Fo
in Toneka In
and transacted much business of:
Albuquerque, N. M.
time for the overland t: Ixs Angeles.
"Wiir vou. if convenient, have your eneral Interest to Sandoval county, j
Automatic Phone, 199.
The new wlesi. Rv. Father .Ton- - i
man Friday to meet said train and
venceau,
Sunday
arrived
here
last
single him out and take him In ticket
office and help him on right train. He April 1. from Tlrrra Amnrilla. sucwill want tourist car. The agent here ceeding Rev. Father J. M. Com'.ort,
IF YOU WISH TO EAT a gooc
may persuade him to go via Kansas who Is on the sick list. Archbishop lunch and enchiladas on the Meslcat
Pltoval
was
Snnta
present,
of
Fe.
and
City. However, look out for him for
style, go to South Third street, corne;
.
c.,1
a.. ......
he wll. take the Santa Fe all the made the transfer of the parish to the r.vi onver
avenue, .ino. zio.
Will c.
priestnew
Rev.
Is
seriously
Coudert
same."
any
promptly
served
at
hour ol thi
ill. and may not live but a few days. nlghL
Prices will be from 2Gc to Sc
Mrs. J. M. Castillo, who has lieen
BUCK TENDERED A
111, Is reported
much better. M. GRENADINO & CO.
BANQUET AT NEEDLES. seriously
Hon. Pedro Castillo Is nulte 111, but
By His Railroad Associates
and friends expect him to be up and
N. PEACH & CO.
around In a few days.,
Friends, on Hii Promotion.
The wind storms are a detriment to REAL
ESTATE DEALERS
One of the most enjoyable occasions' fruit trees, now 1n bloom, and to the
of the season took place at the Har- - Krowlng alfalfa, but If no damaging Auto, "phone, 437; Colo., Red 61.
Office 212 W. Gold Ave.
vey house banquet hall last Wednea- - frosts come this month. Bernalillo
day evening when W. F. Buck, the re- - will have a large crop of all kinds of
tiring master mechanic for the Santa fruit.
Fe, was feasted and feted by his for-- i
.
mer employes, says the Needles Eye.
MERCHANT TAILORING
The foremen in charge of the affair!
TO DATE SIGNS
were chosen from the several branches UPSTAIR9.
OVER NO. 209 WEST
with
of the mechanical department,
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMHoward White as chairman. The high
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
BINI, PROPRIETOR
regard in which Mr. Buck was held
by the department prompted 'he eviOOCXXXXXOOOC)C)CXXDOCXXX)OC0
My merchant tailoring trtion Is up
dence of their friendship.
over
209
No.
avestairs
West
Railroad
SCREEN TIME
men
Wednesday afternoon the shop
Mcit: the Peonage ot
appeared before the office and called P"8' wlb1fre
Is here. Door and Window
e PuMi;
work guaranteed first
Mr. Buck to the door, where S. P.
screens made to order.
BO '
Montgomerv. in well chosen words of
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
friendship and appreciation on the
.b!
!
part of the employes for their Mr-- '
OOOCOCXXOOOOOCXDOCOOOOOOO
"', V
"V!
.
uw o,ICLILli: t uno will UUl
icjiaiitu.
mer superior, presented him with a Inlure the cloth.
Ladles'
csrraents
RIO file ER BAKERY
Masonic watch charm, a square and also cleaned
and walking sklrtg made
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
compass set with a diamond.
order, tiiva m a trial.
'o
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
At the banquet board in the evening
. O. BAMR1VI.
M. P. Cheney acted as toastmaster.
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
In- There were, forty-seveseated.
Tllf-.- n VSfl
vitatlons had been sent out to General HDrCC
JriiEiOOi
We desire patronage and we guar'
Manager A. G. Wells, General Super-- ! RIIXTfiTXT
-- "SSSy
antee first class baking.
intendent 1. U Hibhard, Mechanical
I'ihiiilijW 207
S. First Street
Albuquerque.
s';'wNsi6vj?l
Superintendent S. L. Bean and Chief
JI
Mr
U' Html !
Clerk Barber. Mechanical Auditor S.
'r,i' 11
i
I
Ir.
M. MeaJey,
Master Mechanic A. B.
PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND
Todd at San Bernardino, E. H. Harlow
at Point Richmond, M. J. Drury at
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness, Saddles, Lap
Wfinslow and C. J. Hicks at Albuquer- Robes,
nne
Horse Blankets, Etc. Palf
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
Foremen 11. S. Wall of Karstow, H.
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
R. Robinson of Bagdad. Trainmaster
Pelts.
Tuttle and Chier Clerk Fluhr respondW9 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
ed eloquently when called upon, expressing the high position Mr. Buck
TOT I & GRAOI
holds in the minds jf the department
and of railroad men In general. All
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
ilS
that were there responded. Tho ladies;
urain ana fTiei.
Hindlett . ui on If perfect H
were present, and it was a most on-Flue line of Imported Wines, Liquors
K.lt.AIHn
W'
Un.l,ll..
Joyablo occasion, the appreciation and
no Ink to ipiU CO clogging
and Cigars. Place your orders for
or ltkui(.
nono r of which was accepted bv Mr.
tuis line with us.
exToo. limply pre the barton ( u
Buck in a few well chosen and
NORTH THIRD STREET.
la Iht picture) ind the pea bJj
pressive words. It was 1 o'clock
bi'lia,"
Thursday morning when the last words
Write. th In. tint It
of Auld Lang Syne ended the festiviINSURANCE,
REAL ESTAT- Etouch.. th p.pw
ties.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Mr. Buck's promotion, the cause of
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
his leaving Needles, makes him meAutomatic Telephone, 174.
chanical superintendent on the main
line of the Santa Fe, with headquarooocicxicxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxoa
No. if with 14 karat lld fold
ters at Topeka, Kan.
Currlllom
Ammrlcan Block
peo
point
ftnet
vulcanised
Superintendent John Den air of the
rubtftr and fully guaranteed.
Arizona division, was absent in Los
EaU "FU.h" No. 25
Angeles, but his letter of regret was
with cold band. 12.50
also strongly commendatory of Mr.
Eafb "FUak" Ma. 28
Urv eix. . . $3.00
n"f K anJ 1ne services wmcn ne nad
nth sold buda, $4 JM
ron(lerel tte Santa Fe during the time
OO
SoU by Stationer!
ht! hai1 been stationed at Needles,
and Other Store
tha PPOP of Needles regret
Aak YOUR DEALER.
.
If he
s
COKE - MILL WOOD
,n" '','Part''e of Mr. Buck, they
dor.n l aeli you th. E'ltle
"FLASH" Fountain Peoatben
ratulato him upon his deserving
aead the retail price direct to
KINDLING
w- - A- - GeorRe succeeds Mr.
OU,OTL
n. Each pea absolutely guar,
aateed.
Um'k hero as master mechanic.
Eagle Pencil Co.
Stops itching instantly" Cures piles.
ManuMcfurcn
a!t rheum, itch, hives, herpes.
377 BratWwir, Nw York
COTH 'PHONES
At nn v
scabies Ir an s Ointment
drag store

O. V. c.
WHISKEY

es

'

BARGAINS IN

HARNESS

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

SADDLES

M

"RrynSa"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

BRIDLES

-

LAP ROBES

AND ETC.
We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

oo

Out of Our!

Pocket

'

SE- -

TO

THiS CHANGE

M

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without sbrinkln-- . We hare added to our
well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shriek them, bring them to
at
and we will straighten them out for you.

All

J. D. EMMONS,
Wholesale and Retail.
Auto phone 47L Colo, phone 1
Corner of Coal Avenue ami Sor west did of viaond

CURE

Lucky Postmistress.

is Mrs. Alexander of Cnry. M., who
has found Ir. King's New Lift Pills to
ho tho best remedy she ever tried for
keeping; tho stomach, liver and bow
els In perfect order. You'll airree with
her if you try these painless purifiers
mat tnruse new lifo. (.uaranteed by
all tlniKfiists. Price 2,c.

of Albuquerque Present.

SEVEN

PAGE
A

BERNALILLO CATHOLICS

al-n- .

Etc

CITIZEN.

Into Yours
Our Top Buggies and
Runabouts must move
We need the floor
space for another car.!
It'B a time to help,
yourself by helping us.
RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; now
$46.00 to $108.00
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00: now
$52.50 to $123.00
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys, Stanhopes, Con- coras, uuckboards, Spring Wagons, etc. Out of town business solicited.
Write for catalogue and prices.

Albuquerque
Carriage Co
Corner First and Tljerae Road.
RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Sapptfes

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquetti

1

F RAILROAD TOPICS
Train No. 10 this morning carried
100 peons en route to Chllllcothe, Mo.,
to work on the Santa Fe. This Is tne
first consignment to be shipped as far!
east as Missouri.
.

The Salt Lake road has stated un-- j
officially that It will be another week
it will be aide to run through
trains from Salt Lake City to Los
Angeles, all on account of the recent
severe washouts.

next to hers, he reached around and
caught her by the throat with one
hand and by one of her hands with
the other. He cautioned her that he
would throw her out of the car win- dow if she screamed.
she tried to scream, nevertheless,
but at each attempt was choked.
rally she succeeded
In emitting
a
scream and a man in the car heard
her. Thomas leaped down and tried
to get out, but when he saw the other
man getting out of his berth he made
a dash toward Miss Derby as if going
to her rescue.
The man, E. J. Love, did not know
but the negro- was not her assailant
2nd was only going to her rescue, but
Miss Derby positively Identified Thomas as the party who had attacked her.
In fifteen minutes after the occur- rence the woman's throat was swollen
from the choking she had received so
that she could scarcely speak.
Thomas Is a burly, black negro, so
black that ho shines. Ho told the fellows in the Jail about his sentence but
did not express any great sorrow for
'nis crime.
e

'

The Nopales Oasis says: It is credit-- ;
ibly reported that Colonel Hampson,
the veteran railway construction con-- !
tractor, whose work during a quarter'
of a century or more extends from
Kansas City far beyond the City of
Mexico, is coming to Sonora to take a
large line of contracts upen the extension of the Cananea, Vaqul River
& Pacific railway.

-

Beginning Monday. April 8. the
force In the locomotive department of
Ihe Santa Fe shops will work eight
hours enly, commencing at 8 o'clock
in the morning and quitting at 5 p.
m., the same as the macnine shop has
been doing for some months This is
liecause the work can be kept up by FELL BENEATH TRAIN
AND WAS KILLED
shortening tho hours, so well has the:
force become organized in that departM.
Merle
Hamilton, Southern Pacific
ment of the shops
Erakeman, Makes Fatal Misstep
While Running Over Train.
SAFETY SWITCH ON NATIONAL
,
PREVENTS DERAILMENTS
,
R.inning
along rapidly on top of the
All attempts to wreck a fast mov-ing freight train on the National rail-- box cars on a train at Aztec, Arizona,
road In Mexico a few days ago with Merle M. Hamilton made a misstep
an "open switch" proved futile, and and fell headlong between the cars.
the Dunn's safety switch, which has The entire train passed over him,
leen tested, won additional laurels. causing instant death.
Hamilton was not quite 20 years
The test was witnessed by Vice Presi-- :
C. R. Hudson and General Man- ."Id ami was a son of Contractor Hamdet
ager E. E. Styner of the Central: Gen ilton. He was an extra brakeman on
eral Manager H. M. Taylor of the In tho Southern Pacific and was a mem- teroceanic. and a number of other !lt'r. of tIle freight crew in charge of a
railroad officials of prominence. The train wtstbound from Tucson,
As soon as news of the accident
officials left the Colonia station of the
National in Mexico Citv in a uneelm was received at Tucson, the father.
train and went to Tlanenantla. where accompanied by 1'ndertaker Parker,
a switch containing the invention of wrn' 'o Yuma. They returned with
L. Dunn had been placed on the main the remains of the young man on Sunday morning.
line.
The brakeman was very well known
The man couldn't talk English, and was quite popular. He worked
but. he could run, and for a while for some time with Agent Lowrie at
his legs were more useful to him than Tucson as car sealer. He had been in
his tongue. He had been pulled out the employ of the Southern Pacific for
of a car of hay loaded with stallions more than a year.
en route west on train No. 1 by a
Santa Fe special officer, and 0.1 lieing BIG LUMP OF BACK
TAXES PAID BY ROAD
landed safely on terra firma, made a
The Chicago & Northwestern rail- among the trains in
hasty
the yard. But the trusty officers would road has just paid Into the Michigan
not bo thwarted, though they were out state treasury $640,758 for back taxes
run, and a close watch was kept on This is the first road to pay up its
under the recent decision of the
the train as it pulled out through the
States supreme court, uphold- yards. Sure enough, the son, green
ing
the Michigan ad valorem tax law
from the Fatherland, for a German he
was, boarded the train before it got
W.hiIe .con-- '
'
good in motion, and was easily cap'" 'Pa mJ:
Tve.:
in,
. i,u , uuuer
tured. But now that they have him, :? theirme
the officers are up a stump as to what old specific tax law. They now have
t',do with him.
He says nothing,
but
He is thought by
the police to be insane.

....
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get-awa- y

H.r.l1:018':0"
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"rous-mit-'em.- "

SHIFTING SANDS
STOP

A RAILROAD

in Arizona Is Stop
ped by Peculiarity of the

Santa Fe

Cut-Of- f

iff

The Arizona & California ra ilrca.I.M
building west from Wickenberg. All
zona, which will form a portion of
the Santa Fe system's proposed line,
has run imo an obstacle between the
Colorado river and Wickenberg in the
shape of a great bed of shifting sand, jj'
l
bund across this would be Useless and tho enginee rs cf the company
now
are
endeavoring to find a suitable
route for a shoo-flThe sand bed is
aij to he almost a mile across and
ciuisideralily longer.
The country surrounding it is mountainous and it may he found necessary
down to solid bottom and sink
to
a solid Wd.for the road across the
sand.
o
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SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
DEPART
MENT.

II

OUR

HORSE-SHOEIN-

HARNESS REPAIRING AND CAR.
TRIMMING.

RIAGE

Lucero

Am

"""V,.

l're"

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
URE WITH US.

J. KORBER

1 42
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ten-yea-
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Thos.
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& CO.,

COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER AVE.
MEXICO.
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW

E

rax

PRESCRIPTIONS

RUPPE

B.

RIGHT

NEXT

TO BANK Of

COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Aw.

At Consistent Prices

WATER WATER Extra Fine Perfumed
of your own, and pump your own
water at ten cents per 1,000 gallons? Violet
For water plants, see

Rose and English Hawthorne,

A. D. JOHNSON

3 Cakes in Box

The General Contractor
He will move and haul anything,
from a tent to a meeting house.
TELEPHONES:
Bell, Red 131.
Auto Phone, 308.
CORNER LEAD AVE. AND 1ST ST.
STEAM

Eagle$50

I

ML
COPer
SC.

Ton

axyoocxxx)OOOocxxxxxxxxx)oo

.artmir.Tft.

mx:'?h

tlsp'

xjisar

ezsxsa'
arair .rfSM,VttTU.

xas3

.dSXfea. itittTm

eZZn:.

25 cents
Tar and
Hygienic Skin Soaps at
the same price

Also extra quality

CLEANING

Established in

THE WILLIAMS DRUG CO.
Both phone.

W. Railroad Are.

A. E. WALKER,

F. G. PRATT &rCO.
boden's Granite Flour.

FRONT 8TORE.

BLUE

1882

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im

FOR-

riRE

INSURANCE.
Secretary
tion, Office

Staplo and Fancy

M.

Groceries

Mutual Building Associa217 West Railroad

at

DRAGOIE

Dealers in
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
HUlsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, antf
II kinds of Fresh Meat
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery. S00 North Broadway, Corner of Wash
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERDE.N. M.
zit soutn second Street.

'usluz:w

rrr

'tffXiCTX.

a?o

--

117

con-taxe-

W.H.Hafan&Co

CARPET

THORNTON 7h0 Cleaner
Cleans everything.
He is the
Furniture Man. Moving, packing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and Is no upstart at
the business. There is no oth- - 4
er just Thornton. Both 'phones. 0
4)
737 South Walter Street.

B. A. SLEYSTER

Flash

Toilet Soaps

If you tlD not like your water rates
why not put In a private electric plant

-n

d on the Bclen

1

arTwfiPS

of The Atchison. Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa !re Railway

south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junctioL of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago
Kansas City, Galveston and points eas-- to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

.0

.

--

...

Ml

in,

711.

rnm

lart

i",wi

it.enan'
win,, bean, a,

...

id
in feet wide, with 'beautiful lake and public park and grand old
,e eHtahllsUmen.. in New Meilco; tho Belen Patent Rnllop
150
CS
bay , Central New Mexico, its .mport.nce as a great
.i,,vbu

commr.l

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA rE" ROUTE W.LL
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Crime Committed on School Teacher
While Train Was Passing Through
Mohave county.
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

TEN YEARS

Phi riff A. F. Harris of
have county was in Phoenix en route
1o Yuma, where he will place William
r
Thomas in the penitentiary for a
term for attempted criminal assault, says the Gazette.
Thomas is a negro, an his Intended
victim i.s a wlii'e wuuian, Mis Lueilia
Derby of Oakluid. Cal. The crime
was committed in Ilccemher. Miss
Derby was in a Pullman sleeper, going
from tho east to Oakland, and the
thnmuh Mohave
train was pa-icounty when the
mad.' the
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i,ree;i your mare id tue best
Itlng stallion In New Mexico.
copper avenue.

fine busin,
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napjiy

$1.50.
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Mr.
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Wearers
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YOU ARE OFFERED DAILY ALL KINDS OF
CLOTHES TO WEAR; SOMI GOOD, SOME BAD,
SOME DISHONEST.
THE DISHONEST CLOTHES ARE THOSE
FABRICS
OF
MADE
ADULTERATED WITH
"MERCERIZED COTTON;" MADE TO LOOK
AND SURE TO WEAR LIKE
LIKE
PART COTTON.
THE DISHONESTY IS IN THE LOOKS THAT
DECEIVE YOU; NOT IN THE FABRIC, OR IN
THE DEALER. THERE'S NOTHING DI3HONEST
COTTON" FABRIC IF YOU
IN A "MERCERIZED
KNOW WHAT IT IS; SOME PEOPLE DON'T

!

J2.ni) to $2.25, for
,! heretofore. ourtniun
uutviBtK

sri'-"- ,
Browne !ts.
the
going
iti'o
are
many
miners
that
(ilK'ricts,
and this ni'nx
cljti ntIs niakii'rT
times lively ,!"'vn in
alone
Grant county.
Word comes from Pasa i, i:a. C.i'
thnt Rev. and Mrs. T C. IteSttie ire
prosTO-cts-

To ien's-Clotli-

,

- o'l"t

nd

10, 1906.

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
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C. (',. rbiei. iio.MoiIhp inspector, ar
rived in t lie ri'.. yesterday f'.'Jin
Denver.
Wauled, a dressmaker ' ra" at
ir.sidence, 310 South Edith street.
Mrs. William Farr.
a m:av iwih of shoi koji easter and wk
Miss Mvrtle Crunglil. w bo has been
some
with the First National l ank-fo- r
WE
ARK ANXIOl S TO SEU, THEM TO YOU.
time pan, loft last niubt for l.os Angeles.
HAVE AX EXTRA LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
Mrs. I). W. Morgan left yesierday
for Carlsbad, to Join her husband, who
A
NO HAVE MADE OUll
XEAV. SNAPPY STYLES
in
Is t'UKUKed In business pursuit.
that city.
PRICES SO LOW THAT IT WIUU RE TO YOUR
J. H. O'Reilly, the Insurance a:;ent.
was a passenger north this morning.
Mr. O'Reilly experts to be absent from
ADVANTAGE TO TRADE WITH US.
the city several days.
Probate Clerk Walker this mornius
$3.50 to $4.00
granted license to marry to George
MEN'S PATENT COLT SHOES OR OXFORDS
W. White of Springer, N. M., and
$2.50 to $4.00
MEN S VICI KID SHOES OR OXFORDS
E. Mills of Las Vegas.
Clara
$2.25
OR
to
OXFORDS
$3.50
MEN S BOX CALF SHOES
Tony Ohio has arrived in the
Mrs.
$2.75 to $4.00
WOMEN'S PATENT KID SHOES OR OXFORDS
city from St. Louis, Mo., and will re'.
.
.
OR
OXFORDS
$1.75to$3.50
SHOES
WOMEN'S VICI KID
main for two months .visiting her
$1.50tO$2.25
brother, John Cuneo, 1015 North Sixth
WOMEN'S CANVASS OXFORDS, WHITE OR GRAY
street.
$1.00 to $2.50
CHILDREN'S SHOES
J. A. Garcia y Sanchez, the
$1.00to$2.00
CHILDREN'S OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS
lfarelas merchant, returned
yesterday from a Istt to the City of
Mexico and other towns In the sister
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
republic.
C. I). McFadden of Long Branch,
When purchased at F. F. Trotter' New Jersey, who visited southern!
grocery store, are sure to bring the California and stopped over in this
city a few days, continued homeward
right flavor to all dishes Into which last night.
Mrs. Max Frost, wife of the editor
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured. cf the New Mexican, left Santa Fe,
yesterday, for Kansas City, where
We find out first what brands are re- she will visit her parents for a
liable and personally guarantee them.
Hon. G. W. Pilchard, attorney general for Now Mexico, has gone to
White Oaks and Lincoln on some
mining matters, In which he Is personally interested.
Alfred Grunsfeld, chairman of the
IV 1
Not. 118 and 120 South Second street board of county commissioners, lias
-- ....
..wW
relumed from Santa Fe, where he
attended a meeting of the territorial
bureau of Immigration, of which he
T. Y. MAYNARD.
is a member.
GEO. W. HICKOX.
Judge John R. McFie left Santa Fe
for Ann Arbor, Mich., to visit his two
daughters and son, who are attend- In;; school In that city. The judge
"
'
;
ARE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES OF
will be absent from the territorial
capital about two weeks.
Co.
Sterling Silverware.
The Gorham Manufacturing
The Evening Citizen staff extends
The Libbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
thanks ts Mrs. Pennell for the preThe W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
sentation of a tasteful and thoroughly
enjoyed cocoanut cake, cooked In that
Each In its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
lady's well known, perfect manner, as
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete." 'Tis a
exemplified in her "art of cooking."
gcod time for investment, ss Diamonds are rapidly advancing in value.
The New-- Mexican says: W. II. Bell,
who has been running as Wells-Farg- o
NEW MEXICO' LEADING JEWELERS
express messenger between Albuquer
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
que nnd this city for some time, has
returned to this city, and Is now enofgaged in the local Wells-Farg- o

you are: going
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Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
nn,. nn.t Arnn
f
A
Ulnimings,
nin1
lJ,,r.
ft reef, where It collided with a doll'-- l
try wagon. Miss Farr was thrown '"i
making window screens all,
the ground with Mich force Unit, he mortis.-,-are
!
together, and ns strong as
remained- - nne nsclous for more 'ban a door,
for 7 cents a square foot A,
nn hour lo the great anxiety of her
that
or
'. my
Iluallv recovered cmSI.
tloor shipped in here
Um.-n- ,
wnvever and would be all I"'"
- .....
tuvnu.
right today except for a few bru s.
.
Ti-,
a.:n was demolished. The 'o- -' """rf-r- .
,.i.t

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Partly cloudy, tonight

CITIZEN.

ridden by Rny Farr. The frightened
horse ran down Edith, street and to

PKKSONAL
314 WEST RASLROAD

EVENING

EASTER

L

KNOW.

Our cut flowers are fresh, and
sine to please.

THE TOWN IS FULL OF THIS STUFF-CLOT- HES
in 1 ho pmiles of a beitr.iM-.s- j
THAT CHEAT; THEY LOOK HONEST
girl,
which
their
at
arrived
baly
AND THEY COST HONEST; BUT THERE'S A
ti.
Re
April
evening.
Friday
on last
FRAUD; AND YOU'LL
FIND IT WHEN YOU
ports state that the mother and child
WEAR THEM.
are doing nicely, and the happy father
Rev. Beat-ti- e
receiving congratulations.
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX STAND FOR
n-Q"iand wife resided In this city
T
rHE
AND
NO "MERCERIZED
COTbeing
vears.
the
he
about thirteen
TON;" IF YOU FIND THEIR LABEL THAT'S
M9 WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
church.
pastor of the Presbyterlnn
WHAT YOU GET.
They left Albuquerque three or four I
Auto Phone, 718.
years ago, taking up their residence
In Pasadena, Ca!.
who anticiTICKETS OOUGHT.
Several
SOLO!
pate visiting the oi l stae In June and
AND EXCHANGED
celhomecoming
participating in the
Association OfIce
In Ixuis-vill- i
ebration of
U?q n.aSXs'o&d Aveiratiio- - Ciofclhxier
B
Transactions
In that month, have suggested
Guarantied
to The Evening Citizrn that all former Kentuckians now in this city get ROSENFIELD'S,
8 W. R, P. An.
together as soon as possible and organize themselves into a society, register their names, and send same to
the Invitation committee at Louisville
of the coming celebration, when they
will be furnished a souvenir program
and an Invita'ion to visit that state
('.urlnr; Ju'ie.
As A. O. Fischer, a traveling man,
and libs wife, were walking along
B )k
When your cash purchases reach
-- ca5533
1
street, toward Railroad ave1
nue, beside the Barnett building, this
the .mounts specified be.ow. 'you
afternoon, some one in an upper
1
are entitied to select any of
windi'.v of the building, threw a
boUl.'
of iodine to the ground
Q
Jijv
following
dishes, free
.belov
The ct tie- struck the
r,.- .
just as Mr. and Mrs. Fischer
of charge:
were ijas.-iJithe contents of the bot1
tle rpInsMng out.; her dress, and
son-of tlif fluid going into her face,
1 Individual Butter
$1.00
but luckily, non getting into her eyes.
1 Covered Butter
h Round Vegetable Dish 6.00
24.00
I
Ask for coupons with each cash
who
Tho comments of bystanders,
1 Breakfast
8.00
plate
3.00
1
Round Veg. Dish
purchase and exchange them for
witin fsed their close escape, on the
1 Gravy Boat
1 Cracker
10.00
20.00
chinaware.
Jar
car:-i..ness of the tb rower of the
S'.OO
1 Cream Pitcher
Fancy Dish, or Celery Tray. .20.00
We guarantee that our prices on
bottle, were anything but compli1 Sugar Bowl
1
18.00
Round Veg. Dish... 12.00
goods are the lowest in the city.
mentary.
1 Sauce Dish
1
2.00
Round Veg. Dish ..16.00
This special offer is made for the
Vears pjo The Evening Citizen had
1
1
8.00
5.00
purpose of increasing our trade
Oblong Veg. Dish
Handle Tea and Saucer
as Its j.b pt'titir, William Buekland.
1 Dinner
1
4.00
Oblong Veg. Dish ...12.00
Plate
showing the people that we
and
himgood
printer
kept
While a
and
1 Coupe Soup
1
8.00
4.00
appreciate their patronage.
truly
Platter
was,
styles,
neverhe
self posted on
1 Tea Pot,
16.00
21.00
earnestly Invite you to call.
We
Platter
miner,
and
theless an enthusiastic
1G.0O
1
24.00
1
Pitcher
Very Respectfully,
Platter
expeditions
of
In search
dabbled in
1
5.00
1 Daily Bread or Cake Plate. .20.00
Oatmeal Dish
L'. KEMPENICH.
the yellow stuff. All trace of him for
1 Orange Bowl or Fruit Dish. .3C.00
5.00
1 1 "ft pint Bowl
years, was lost, until a short "time ago
1 Pickle Dish
8.00
1 S Inch Covered Dish
32.00
See Window Display.
when he wrote a letter to the business manager of The Citizen from the
mining districts of southern Arizona.
He is now a mining expert, besides
being the owner of some good property in the vicinity of Globe, and
w rites just like a man who has "made
fice.
it win out." since leaving tho print
Ramon Armljo of Socorro, passed shop. Th's office wishes him contin
through the city, yesterday, en route ued good luck.
to Santa Fe, to attend the meeting of
the territorial bureau of immigration,
Women's Juliets for house or street
Saturua
buy
ycu
pay
will
ou
not,
way
a
from
it
later.
to
It
If
little
which met yesterday in regular ses- wear. Soft kid uppers, plain or pat
day, March 24. Remember, for one ('.ay only at the following cut prices:
sion for the transaction of routine ent leather tips, low leather or rubber
business.
heels, light, flexible soles, noiseless.
2- - Quart
.65c
Regular Price $1.00 Our Price Saturday
Captain R. M. Splvy, of the Harvey Unsurpassed as to comfort. Trices
w&
system, alighted from the flyer today, range from $1.35 to $1.7a. C. Mays
3- - Quart
75c
Regular Price $1.25 Our Price Saturday
314
avenue.
West Railroad
having just returned from a short Shoe Store,
4- - Quart
90c
Regular Price $1.50 Our Price Saturday
P3
visit to his family In Kansas. The
.O
captain
in
MORTUARY
raining
was
It
said
that
P O
o
They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reKansas and that be was glad to get
duce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
back to New Mexico.
Benigna Ra?l Chaves.
March 24 and the time one day only. Mall orders will be acceptYesterday afternoon, at the borne
Renigna Rael Chaves, wife of J. M.
ed at the above prices.
:f Mrs. Bryant, 507 West Silver ave Chaves, residing in Old Albuquerqu
3 o
nue. Miss Edith R. Jenne and William died this mornnii at 1 o'clock, of
CO
O'RIELLY
Building
H.
Barnstt
Druggists
J.
,
c
8 W. Williamson were united in mar heart diseasj. Pece.t te was IS years
riage, Rev. J. C. Rollins officiating. of age at the time of her death, and
.
The ceremony took place at 5 o'clock. besides the bereaved husband leaves
ou
Miss Jenne is a well known young one child to mourn her loss.
The
lady cf Albuquerque, while the groom funeral ceremonies will take place to
is a carpenter, well and favorably morrow morning at 8 o'clock, from the
known. They have many friends here San Felipe de Nerl church, interment
who wish them years of connubial in Santa Ilarbara.
Deceased was an
D
W
bliss.
O
exceptionally large woman, weighing
Mrs. Dr. E. D. Huntley, the mother probably 275 pounds. A special casket
O
of Mrs. R. L. Wootton of this city, to nccomiiiodute uie remains had to
3
died at Trinidad, Colo., on Sunday be constructed.
morning last, at the age of 80 years.
Anna Bergman.
She leaves three daughters, Mrs. R. L,
Mrs. Anna Rergmau, wife of Fred
Wootton of this city, Mrs. E. Brig- - Bergman,
401,
North First Street
Sooth First Street
a prominent business man
ham and Miss Lilly Huntley of Trlu- on
Fe
a
III.,
died
of
Riverside,
Santa
idad. Mrs. Wootton left here Sunday
morning, but did not arrive In Trin passenger train last evening, near
en
home
from
route
(Irants,
while
of her
idad until after the death
San liernardino. Cab. where she had
mother.
sojourning for the benefit of her
During the Sunday morning service been
health.
The remains were removed to
at
held in the Congregational church
an undertaking
establishment
when
N. M.
organ
was ded
the. time the new pipe
train arrived here and will be
icated, a request was made to the the
shipped on to Riverside tonight, acmembers present for donations to as companied by the husband.
sist in paying for the Improvements
and new organ that liaa been Install
THE
FUNERALS
ed. The response was prompt and
generous, over $G00 being subscribed,
William F. Barry.
SHUR-Owhich will euatue the officers of the
The funeral of William F. Barry.
church to liquidate all outstanding in
vvJios,;
736
occured
South
at
death
debtedness at once.
RAILROAD AVE.
Fditli street, at 1 o'clock, Sunday
What came near being a very serf morning,
morning
at
took place this
ous accident was precipitated by a 9
Diamond, Watches, Jewelrr, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware, We Invite
o'clock from the church of the Imdangerous dog near the corner of
In
Conception,
SQUARE
your trade and guarantee A
DEAL.
interment
Railroad avenue and Edith street be maculate
FIR 9 T ESTABLISHED OPTICIAN IN THE CITY
Santa l!:irabra, and not yesterday
tween 8 and 9 c'clock last evening morning,
inadvertently
announced
as
Room 1 0, Whiting Blk.
The little daughters of William Farr In yesterday's
Corner Gold Avenue and Second Street.
Issue.
place
passing
Appointment
Msdo at Vann'a Drug Store.
the
were
a
and
friend
I when
tlu doc took after the 'Horse
Sidney F. Austin.
Ti:,'
mains of Sidney F. Austin,
til'o!
man who expired Sunday
morning ;t 2:30 o'clock, on ttie street
corner. ;it Second and Silver, were
H
STE1N-BL0C- H
in Feirvlew
laid in
this
irvf-lin-
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HOSE, FLORALSETS
LAWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.

3

1

Q

CEMENT

LUMBER

DOORS

SASH

GLASS

REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

First and Marquette,

m

EVE!

403

U3, U5, U7

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
Albuquerque,

S. T.

PURE DRUGS

DOCTOR OF OPTICS

Palace

Diamond

WAMBi
N

Fine Jewelry

Stationery

Lowney's Candles

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

THE

master-fashione-

and

EASTER

PARADE

d

aftK-rnoo-

i

v.

The K'gg Carnival to be given by
ladies, wiil take
ilie
':
place S. unlay evening in the vacant
sin! ,' rooni at 212 Soul li Second
ft re, ". liabbit eggs in many colors
,1!
will
be
on sale and eggs
sei e ; , order.
.

master-mad- e

This Label Stands for 5 1 Years
i of Knowing How
i

PUTS YOU ON YOUR METTLE

Full Dress Suits

-

-

-

'..mteed Ruualvout, worth J120,
Albuquerque Carriage Co.

A

now

"..

HOUSE FOR RENT
FURNITURE OF SAME FOR

ROOMING
AND

SALE. FINE
LOCATION ; GREAT
BARGAIN. APPLY O. W. STRONG'S
SONS.

$45.00

Prince Albert Coat and Vest 28-0Business Suits from 12,50 to 30.00

HEGULAR 35 CENTS DINNER,
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY. AT
ZEiGERS RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.

0

See Our Windows

BebberOpticalCo.
1
Gia--

f 9
1

West Cold

I

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122

S.

Sec'id

is

Cold Avenue
Eyes

:
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J. POST

Successors

Wholesale
and Retail
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HARDWARE

Wholesale

and Retail

H
M

j

Tonight we can deliver at
your door the clothes we
fitted for you this morning

and is in every coat

GORfiPAMY
mcSiTOSH HARDWARE
to E.
COMPANY

.

Tested.

Cl'prr nnniliin nu DDCfllCCO !Z

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM

M
M
M

RUBBER HOSE

FREEZERS

GARDEN TOOLS

WIPE.VlNDOW
SCREENS

SPADES,

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

-if

Ii.ii

SHOVELJ

RAhES

J

H
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H
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GARDEN BARROWS

215 West Railroad Avenue
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